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•

Since 1999, Lapland Centre of Expertise for 

the Experience Industry – LEO – is one of the 

leading experience management experts in-

ternationally. LEO boosts tourism destinations’ 

competitiveness by providing hands-on tools 

for experience design. LEO’s film commission 

services help Finnish and international produc-

tion companies to have an efficient shooting 

stay in Lapland. As the co-ordinator of the 

national Tourism and Experience Management 

Cluster Programme, LEO provides an easy 

gateway to Finnish innovations in the field.
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introduction

Tourism is about encountering something different. The tourist 

shifts from what is familiar and safe to what is new and out of the 

ordinary. When abroad, one is a guest and a minority in terms 

of both language and culture: the local habits, conditions and 

practices are exceptional and strange, not to mention the lan-

guage. This transfer to a second culture enables the tourist to 

perceive his own personality and domestic lifestyle from a new 

perspective. Frequently, while travelling, one’s homeland takes 

on an unexpected value. However, on a successful holiday, the 

tourist discovers positive and worthy things in the host country 

and its culture, missing from his native land.

 A meaningful tourist experience is positive and unforgettable. 

It is often associated with the feeling of exceeding oneself: you 

undertake and experience something you might not dare to do in 

your everyday life. At its best, a meaningful experience can lead 

to the tourist’s personal development and change: after returning 

home, everyday life may be viewed in a totally new way; the ex-

perienced and learned during the trip can be absorbed as part of 

one’s own everyday life.

 People working in the tourist industry play a central role in 

staging meaningful experiences. A snowy, barren landscape or 
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a meal enjoyed by a campfire becomes a valuable experience 

when tastes, the aroma of smoke and the pinch of frost on one’s 

cheeks are associated with meanings. For instance, a story about 

the significance sautéed reindeer in the old days, or how people 

traditionally used to protect themselves from the cold.

 The purpose of this booklet is to serve as a pocked-sized da-

tabank for all those who produce meaningful tourist experiences. 

It’s easy to draw this material to gain vocabulary, stories and 

information on meaningful experience tourism. The booklet is di-

vided into three sections. The first one deals with the philosophy 

behind meaningful experiences, the experience society and the 

role of the customer service worker as an agent for meaningful 

experiences. In the second one the main emphasis is on local 

culture, Lappish tales and mythology. The third section includes 

lore and facts about Lapland and a glossary in four languages.

 The material suits well for the training of new employees, but 

also the more experienced actors in the field will certainly find 

helpful hints, tips and perspectives that will enhance their pro-

fessionalism. This handbook is also a splendid aid in both product 

and personnel development. 

 The Handbook for Experience Tourism Agents is not only a 

comprehensive package of material, but also a tribute to those 

professionals who - no matter what time it is - encounter what is 

different, smile despite of being tired or irritated, and stage ex-

periences by conveying information about Finland and the Finnish 

way of life.
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1. what is an experience ?

 Sanna Tarssanen, Mika Kylänen

1.1 Meaningful experiences for sale

Experiences have been exploited in tourism marketing for years. 

Brochures and other marketing material especially on nature tra-

vel and activity programmes promise experiences. (see Komppu-

la & Boxberg 2002, 26-27.) The overuse of the term has resulted 

in its inflation. Experience has become a common superlative as 

a substitute for service in the hope of extra sale. What is it, in 

fact, that distinguishes a meaningful experience from merely a 

pleasant travel experience? How can meaningful experiences be 

designed, and why is it important?

 According to Joseph B. Pine II and James H. Gilmore (1999) 

a meaningful experiences differ from services as much as servi-

ces differs from goods. Customisation, dramaturgy and theming 

include the elements, which differ a meaningful experience from 

service. Services are offered for customers, whereas in the con-

text of meaningful experiences they are seen as guests. In the 

service society the employees are works as waiters, guides, sa-



lesmen etc. In the experience economy their work is a stage whe-

re they perform according to their roles. Services are delivered at 

request, meaningful experiences are revealed during the experi-

ence. The most essential aspect about service is what is delivered 

to the customer. In experience design the most important thing is 

to focus on how the guest is met.

 Pine and Gilmore view the meaningful experience in four sub-

categories with two different dimensions. One represents the ac-

tivity or passivity of the tourist, depending on whether he actively 

participates in the experience by doing something concrete, or 

is just a passive bystander. The other dimension deals with the 

mental or physical participation, i.e. whether the tourist is im-

mersed or absorbed in the situation.

 

 
Figure 1: Four Experience Realms, The Sweet Spot 
(Pine & Gilmore 1999, 30)
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 When a person watches television without getting immersed 

into the programme, the experience is entertaining. The educa-

tional realm is emphasised when the participation is more active, 

as for instance on a canoeing course or a skiing trip, where the 

participant is absorbed in the situation. Adventure programmes, 

which require active participation and immersion, are an example 

of escapist experiences, whereas an aesthetic experience is more 

passive immersion, such as passive admiring of the scenery or 

examining the environment with multiple senses. The most holis-

tic experience includes all of these four sectors. (see Pine & Gil-

more 1998, 101-102; Komppula & Boxberg 2002, 29; Mossberg 

2003, 81; Lehtola & Kylänen 2004, 9).

 Meaningful experiences are only revealed in the face-to-face 

situation, therefore, the service provider has to know how to sta-

ge the experience for the guest. However, the experience stager 

can act only up to a certain point. It is the guest who defines 

whether or not he has had a meaningful experience based not 

only on the interaction with the service provider, but also on his 

cultural background, previous experiences and on what he is used 

to in his everyday life. (Borg et al. 2002, 26-29; Komppula & Box-

berg 2002, 29; Verhelä & Lackman 2003, 36 Lehtola & Kylänen 

2004, 4-5).

 According to Komppula and Boxberg (2002, 29), a meaningful 

experience is ultimately a personal, subjective experience: mea-

ningful experiences cannot be guaranteed. However, the mea-

ningful experiences can be affected significantly by paying special 

attention to the customer experience.

 A meaningful experience is a positive and unforgettable emo-

tional experience which can lead to a personal change. What 

actually distinguishes a meaningful experience from a regular 

experience? Which are the essential elements a tourism product 
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should consist of in order to provide the customer with meaning-

ful experiences? Answers to these questions are offered in the 

Experience Pyramid model (see Fig. 2, Experience Pyramid).

 The Experience Pyramid helps to analyse and understand the 

experience content of products in the tourism, cultural and en-

tertainment industries alike. The model represents an ideal pro-

duct, which takes into account all the elements at all levels of a 

meaningful experience. It is an explicit tool for identifying critical 

points or deficiencies in the product, and thus, for designing the 

product further. Better products bring companies more competi-

tive edge. 

 The Experience Pyramid examines experiences from two 

perspectives: 1. on the level of the product’s specific elements, 

and 2. on the level of the guest’s own experience. The elements 

affecting the customer experience (see Komppula & Boxberg 

2002, 30-31; Perttula 2004) are on the horizontal axis of the 

Figure 2. The Experience Pyramid
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model. Although it is impossible to guarantee that everybody has 

a meaningful experience, it is, nevertheless, possible to design 

the product to include elements, which make the possibility more 

likely. By making sure that the criteria for a meaningful experien-

ce are fulfilled, service is customised to an experience.

1.1.1 Elements of meaningful experiences

Individuality. Individuality means uniqueness: the same or simi-

lar product is not available elsewhere. Individuality implies custo-

mer orientation, flexibility and potential to customise the product 

according to the preferences and needs of the customer. In other 

words, the product allows flexibility offering each customer to 

fulfil his own personal preferences, such as the level of difficulty 

of an activity. It is often possible to customise a product almost 

infinitely. However, the more individual the product, the higher 

the costs often are. Indeed, the challenge is to design easily cus-

tomised products whose basic concept can be copied.

 Authenticity. Authenticity refers to the credibility of the pro-

duct. At its simplest, authenticity reflects the existing lifestyle 

and culture. According to Edward Bruner (1994), authenticity is 

determined by the customer himself. A product is authentic if the 

customer considers it credible and genuine. There are such thing 

as ‘universally authentic’: rather, authenticity, is always defined 

from someone’s perspective. The product should be based on the 

local culture so that the producers consider it a natural part of 

their own local identity. Each representation and copy we expe-

rience in a particular culture changes our perception of the origi-

nal (Bruner 1994, 397). Consequently, an important part of the 

product’s authenticity lies in its culturally ethical sustainability. An 
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ethical product does not offend ethnic or other cultural commu-

nities, nor seek to gain benefit from them at their expense. For 

instance, exploiting the Sámi culture by performing or dressing 

up as a Sámi is ethically incorrect, if it transmits a wrong and 

false picture of what it really is being a Sámi.

 Story. Story is closely connected to the authenticity of a pro-

duct. It is important to bind the various elements of the product 

into a coherent story in order to make the experience coherent 

and catching. A credible and authentic story adds social signifi-

cance and content to the product, giving the customer a good 

reason to experience it. The story justifies what is done and in 

which order. For example, customers are not taken ice fishing just 

for the fun of it, rather, the customer is made convinced of why it 

is important to learn the skill of ice fishing. The nearby lake may 

be a mystic place, or the catch has a special value etc. A good 

story has both factual and fictional elements, such as local facts 

spiced up with ancient beliefs or legends. The story appeals to the 

customer’s feelings allowing him to experience the product also 

on an intellectual and emotional level. The impact of the product 

should not be hit or miss, rather, it should be diligently written 

taking into consideration the requirements of the target audien-

ce. The story of the product should be credible and designed in 

such a way that the details do not conflict with each other. Pine & 

Gilmore (1999, 46-55) call this harmonising and theme-making. 

Coherent theme-making is an essential part of an experience pro-

duct. The themes and the story should be present in all stages 

from marketing and actual experiencing to after sale.

 Multi-sensory perception. Multi-sensory perception refers to 

the fact that all sensory perceptions are carefully designed to 

strengthen the chosen theme, as well as to support immersion. 

The customer experience may suffer if there are too many or 
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annoying sensory perceptions.

 Contrast. Contrast means difference from the perspective of 

the customer. The product should be different with respect to the 

customer’s everyday life. He has to be able to experience somet-

hing new, exotic and out of the ordinary. Experiencing something 

new and exceptional in a foreign environment enables the custo-

mer to view himself from different perspective, as well as see and 

experience things in a different way free from the limitations and 

customary habits of daily life (Turner & Turner 1978, 249-253; 

Jokinen 1991, 133-134; Sepänmaa 1998, 19). When designing 

contrast into the product, the nationality and culture of the cus-

tomer has to be taken into account. What is exotic for one, may 

be common or garden to another.

 Interaction. Interaction means successful communication bet-

ween the service provider and/or other customers, as well as 

between the product and its producers. Community spirit plays 

an essential role in interaction: experiencing something together 

with others. Therefore, it is of primary importance that the par-

ticipants in the same programme, for example, are introduced, 

unless they already know each other. It is, of course, possible to 

have a meaningful experience by oneself. However, experiencing 

something together with other customers makes the experience 

commonly accepted and appreciated raising the social status of 

the individual, or linking him more closely with a certain group. 

In terms of individuality, the personal interaction between the 

service provider and the customer plays a crucial role in staging 

the experience to the customer successfully.   
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1.1.2 Levels of experience

The vertical axis of the Experience Pyramid model illustrates how 

the customer experience is constructed from interest to the actu-

al experience and to the conscious processing of it, which again 

leads to a meaningful experience and a mental change (cf. Aho, 

2001, 35-36). An ideal product has all the above-described basic 

elements involved on each level of the experience.

 Motivational level. The customer interest is awakened on the 

motivational level. It is here where the expectations for the pro-

duct are created with different marketing tools. As many basic 

elements of the meaningful experience as possible should be 

fulfilled already on the motivational level. In other words, the 

marketing of the product should be individual, authentic, multi-

sensory, interactive, and boost contrast.  

 Physical level.  On the physical level the customer experiences 

and perceives the product through the senses. (La-Salle & Britton 

2003, 9) Through our physical sensations we be come aware of 

where we are, what is happening and what we are doing. On the 

physical level, a good product ensures a pleasant and safe expe-

rience; it isn’t too cold or too hot, one isn’t hungry or thirsty, one 

doesn’t have to worry about going to the toilet, not to mention 

physical danger. The so-called  ‘extreme’ experiences, where the 

risk of death or injury is an essential part of the experience, are 

an exception to this rule. The technical quality of the product is 

tested on the physical level.

 Intellectual level. On the physical we process the sensory sti-

muli and act accordingly, learning, thinking, applying knowledge 

and forming opinions. It is on this level where we decide if we 

are satisfied with the product or not (La-Salle & Britton 2003, 9). 

On the physical level, a good product provides the customer with 
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a learning experience, a possibility to learn something new, to 

develop and gain new knowledge, either consciously or uncons-

ciously.

 Emotional level. The meaningful experience is actually expe-

rienced on the emotional level. It is hard to predict and control 

individual emotional reactions. Therefore, if all basic elements for 

a meaningful experience have been well taken into account on 

motivational, physical and intellectual levels, it is quite likely that 

the customer will have a positive emotional experience; delight, 

excitement, happiness, joy of learning and triumph, affection - 

something he considers meaningful. (cf. Perttula 2004).

 Mental level. On the mental level a positive and powerful emo-

tional experience may lead to an experience of personal change, 

resulting in rather permanent changes in person’s physical state, 

state of mind, or lifestyle (Aho 2001, 35). In such case, the indi-

vidual feels he has changed or developed as a person, or acquired 

something new as part of his personality. Through a meaningful 

experience, one can adopt a new hobby, way of thinking or find 

new resources within oneself. An individual earlier rather uncou-

rageous may consider himself quite brave after having skydived 

with a parachute, the materialist discovers new values from a 

wilderness trek, or a couch potato is bitten by an exercise bug.

1.2 Companies, competition and supply

Meaningful experiences are often attached to the tourism in-

dustry, especially to programme services and adventure pro-

gramme. However, the experience economy is about offering 

commercial experiences on global markets, regardless of sector. 

Thus, the experience economy is seen to include all recreatio-
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nal consumption from sports to cinema, games and tourism (Aku 

Alanen 2007, 57-61)

 Accordingly, even a small tourism company competes for the 

same customers with other recreational offerings in the world. 

When choosing a holiday destination, the tourist might be thin-

king of Finland, Thailand, Dubai, Åre or Disneyland. To be com-

petitive, we need to know our guests and their need better than 

ever, and offer them individual and memorable experiences. It 

has to be born in mind that nowadays tourists easily share their 

positive and negative holiday experiences with tens of thousands 

of potential customers through social media. Consequently, the 

most effective tool for brand management is to guarantee positi-

ve messages.

 Quality is one of the key competitive advantages in the servi-

ce business. In the experience economy the crucial competitive 

edge is defined as authenticity. However, quality is a prerequisite 

for rendering an authentic experience. (Pine & Gilmore, 2007)

 Nowadays, activity programme providers, wilderness and tra-

vel guides, in fact everybody working in the field, have to be 

multiply skilled persons in order to keep up with the competition. 

They have to know how to tell fascinating stories and be masters 

at local lore, but they also need to be competent at applying 

new technologies. Most importantly, they must be capable of ap-

pealing to the customers on a variety of levels. Providing high-

quality and first-rate customer service requires more versatile set 

of skills than ever, no matter whether one is a travel guide, res-

taurant worker or activity service entrepreneur. kokemuksensa ja 

ennakkomielikuva. 

 In the 21st century, a competitive product is more and more 

versatile and customised, and thus, harder to produce. The com-

petitiveness of the product is increasingly dependent on what 
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kind of experience the customer gets for his money. Even though 

all parts of the product are not visible to the customer, staff at all 

levels of a company play a role in staging the experience influen-

cing the total customer experience.

 In addition to the actual product, the customer experience is 

also affected by other customers, customer service personnel and 

the physical environment. Adapted from the service sector, the 

service scape provided for the customer can be called experience 

scape. Although the meaningful experience is a personal internal 

feeling, it is born in interaction with the situation staged by the 

company. The staff and other customers can have either a positi-

ve or negative influence on the experience. (Mossberg 2003, 15-

17, 110; see also Murray 1995, 12, 14, 17-18.) The moodiness of 

one person can easily ruin other person’s day, managing of which 

is a great challenge for the service providers. Added to this, the 

customer experience is affected by his cultural background, pre-

vious experiences and preliminary expectations.   

 In business, we have come a long way from farming to tra-

de of goods, further to industrial mass production, to service 

economy and experience economy  (see figure 3. Development 

of Economic Value). Today’s products express symbolism, sta-

tus, stories and knowledge. A story-based society has developed 

alongside the information society (see Jensen 1999, 3-9; Pine & 

Gilmore 1999, 1-4).

(see figure 3. Development of Economic Value).
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1.3 Welcome to the experience society

The characteristics of consumption, markets and business activity 

described above are connected with broader factors of change in 

society. In our society, as well as on the global level, there can be 

seen a significant transition which has shaped the factors affec-

ting the competitive advantage regardless of business sector. This 

phenomenon is yet increasing in the 21st century.

 Figure 3. illustrates the development of economic value with 

a reindeer. In the past the visitor to Lapland was satisfied with 

buying reindeer meat or enjoying tasty sautéed reindeer in a Lap-

pish restaurant, whereas today tourism businesses are expected 

to offer experiences in which food and service are only basic ele-

ments. In other words, meaningful experiences require higher 

degree of customisation, which also has an impact on the on 

the competitiveness of the company: the more differentiated the 

product, the more competitive edge on the market.

 The core of everything, however, are the customer needs 

which should be taken into account more and more closely in 

experience design. Commodities, goods and services have not 

disappeared but remain as an integral part of a well-designed 

experience product.
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2.the tourism business employee  
 as an experience stager
 Sanna Tarssanen

2.1 Diversity, contrast and exoticism

Employees in the tourist industry are in a key position in sta-

ging meaningful experiences. They are the ones who convey the 

experience of a destination, as few a tourist comes in contact 

with such local people who are not even indirectly involved in the 

tourist industry.

 One of the driving forces of the tourist industry is to make 

travelling as easy and convenient as possible, so that encounte-

ring diversity is pleasant. Excessive diversity can be confusing or 

even frightening. Speaking in a foreign language can be distres-

sing, and getting unpleasant service does not quite suit the idea 

of a holiday, not to mention one’s feeling of incompetence in a 

foreign environment. Guides, travel agency representatives and 

tour operators represent the tourist’s protection against excessive 

divergence. No matter where the tourist travels in the world, he 

is encountered by smiling tourism professionals, to whom he can 
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rely on in emergency. Tourism professionals behave in accordan-

ce with the good customer service attitude relieving customers’ 

anxiety for strange habits or even the language, since service is 

often given in the tourist’s own language.

 Customer service personnel represents the most important 

group of professionals in staging meaningful experiences. It is 

their responsibility to stage the experience in the given physical 

environment in the best possible way. Even the most spectacular 

scenery, tastiest dinner or most inspiring activity easily remains 

meaningless without the information and stories given by a pro-

fessional and empathetic guide. Respectively, touching of a simple 

rock can become a meaningful experience when connected with, 

say, an old legend or belief about the power of the stone. There-

fore, the task of the guide is also no more or less than to adapt 

the different aspects of the meaningful experience to the needs 

of each customer: excitement, adventure and exoticism for those 

who want it, more familiar and less challenging for those valuing 

comfort. This is no easy task. It requires delicate psychological 

eye, knowledge of human nature, ability to communicate with and 

interpret foreign cultures, patience and a genuine desire to stage 

experiences and interact with people often under very demanding 

and busy circumstances..

2.2 Space and place of the tourist

While travelling, the tourist meets not only tourism professionals, 

but also fellow tourists. These encounters, regulated by various 

actors, create the tourist’s conception of the local culture whether 

we want it or not. In the service sector there are certain profes-

sional identities, regulations and recommendations on what is ac-
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ceptable and what is prohibited or conflicting with the company’s 

operational practices. The economic exchange relationship is 

defined, at least indirectly, by each and every tourist and local 

encounter. A satisfied customer contributes to the company tur-

nover, pays the salary of its’ staff, and may in some cases even 

tip. Although we may sometimes be amused at tourists’ expense, 

everyone knows the economic significance of tourism.

 Let’s have a look at the normal workday and working field of 

a tourism employee together with the influencing power relation-

ships. Most tourists arrive in Finland by a charter flight arranged 

by a tour operator. The trip has been chosen from a catalogue 

or in the internet in the same way Finns choose package tours 

to the south. The tour operator has carefully selected his local 

partners, accommodation and programme services, restaurants, 

bus companies, etc. This service chain guarantees the quality of 

the trip filtering all experiences of the tourist. The tour operator 

often particular about its’ visibility in the destination and the ser-

vice chain: at least the logo appears the guides’ clothing and in 

the hotel lobbies. The image of the destination is designed and 

marketed with the greatest possible precision and efficiency. The 

client must receive exactly what has been promised.

 Immediately after boarding the plane, the tourist is in a touris-

tic space, in which he is treated as a customer and purchaser of 

meaningful experiences. It is an open space defined by social in-

terrelationships and the ongoing activity. It is not geographically 

restricted: rather, it can exist simultaneously in several places 

(Massey 2003, 59-60). The touristic space is similar regardless 

of where the plane is headed. There is the same atmosphere, 

sales items and lunch on a British or French charter flight going 

to Bangkok or Rovaniemi. When the aircraft lands, the tour 

operator’s local guides with their signs, logos and uniforms are 
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there to meet the guests. They take the group safely to their 

hotels with lobbies equipped with a notice board and information 

folder listing the weekly programme, excursions and restaurant 

tips. The guide normally also participates in the excursions. This 

touristic space is part of the tour operator’s brand and is repeated 

at all locations with maximal similarity.

 What is important for the tourist, however, is the place. He 

has chosen the particular destination among other possible des-

tinations on the basis of his expectations and the image and of-

ferings of the destination. The tourist may participate in the trips 

of the same tour operator in various destinations and experience 

something exotic and meaningful at each one them. A destination 

becomes a place when lived, experienced and connected with 

personal significance (according to Giddens 1990, 16 Masseyn 

2003, 59-60).

 The tourism worker is a representative of his organization and 

enterprise. For the customer he represents the company whose 

logo he carries. Each hotel clerk, taxi driver or guide is, however, 

part of a larger service chain. Satisfied customers ensure that the 

tour operator gives particular emphasis to the effective marketing 

of the hotel also in the following year. If, however, customer sa-

tisfaction decreases, the same service may be easily purchased 

elsewhere.

 The role of the Finnish tourism worker is also often twofold: on 

the one hand, one stages a strong experience of place — Finland, 

Lapland and Rovaniemi — but, on the other hand, the experien-

ce staging is often defined by standards set by the foreign tour 

operator, such as how local guides must dress and behave. The 

guide stages the experience of his country as a Finn but in a fo-

reign language, making it comprehensible and easily experienced 

by foreign tourists. The guide must have thorough knowledge of 
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the requirements set by the touristic space, and act accordingly. 

The challenge is to make the touristic space significant, a Finnish 

place also for tourists.

2.3 Encounter and experience

Staging of experience and correct customer service requires ex-

cellent professional skills, as well as ability and genuine desire to 

encounter diversity and different people. Usually one has great 

expectations for a trip. A holiday trip may be the highlight of 

the year, and maybe bought with a year’s savings. The desti-

nation is chosen with care, and on the basis of the brochures 

and other marketing material, impressive mental images have 

been formed. For instance, those arriving in Lapland frequently 

wish to experience a Christmas idyll, snowmobile adventures and 

Arctic nature. A peaceful, idyllic holiday adorns tourists’ mental 

imagery: icy windows, the shimmer of sunlight on the crusted 

snow, candles, Santa Claus, reindeer and log cabins nestled in 

snowy forests. How these expectations are fulfilled is ultimately 

in the hands of the customer service staff. The physical setting, 

products and their marketing have to be in order: everything 

must respond to the customer’s preconceptions of the trip he has 

purchased. Under ideal circumstances, everything is in order: the 

tourist arrives happy, well-rested and adequately fed. The sun is 

shining, there is lots of snow, and not a queue in sight. He spends 

an excellent holiday experiencing, learning and tasting and retur-

ning home relaxed, as a new person, who has received a slightly 

altered perspective on the world as a souvenir from the trip.

 This, however, is quite rare. Flights are often late, the weather 

28
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either too cold or warm, or there is not enough snow. The sun 

does not shine, the water in the hotel swimming pool is cold, or 

the desserts unappealing. The safaris are too fast or too slow, the 

children are cold and mother is pregnant and does not want to 

take a snowmobile ride. Every tourist usually stands in a queue 

at least once. In many cases customers do not even know what 

they have really purchased. It is the customer service staff who is 

responsible for fulfilling and, with regard to meaningful experien-

ces, even exceeding the expectations. All complaints are given to 

the customer service staff, just as the best feedback. The waiter 

receives complaints about poor wine or slow service, the hotel 

reception about practically everything, the tour guide about the 

weather, speed, poor luck at fishing or the campfire coffee. On 

the other hand, thank-you cards and tips are also received by the 

same people. Good customer service worker is capable of turning 

even a poor product into a meaningful experience, but without 

good customer service this is quite difficult to achieve. Customer 

service personnel is also the most important contact to customers 

in a tourist enterprise. They sense customer satisfaction long be-

fore it appears in statistics.

 It is easy and pleasant to serve a happy, satisfied customer: 

for the most part, cooperation goes on in the spirit of mutual res-

pect and satisfaction. A professional in tourism is able to antici-

pate situations causing dissatisfaction, adapt to changed circum-

stances and turn them into unexpected meaningful experiences 

for the customer. For example, it is wise to stress beforehand 

that the weak (by Central European standards) coffee brewed 

over the open fire is a Finnish specialty, not just carelessly pre-

pared espresso, as customers would otherwise easily assume. 

Tourists arriving in freezing temperatures feel lucky in having had 

the chance to experience a ‘real’ winter, those arriving in milder 
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weather should be reminded that a few degrees minus is much 

more pleasant than –30 degrees. The swimming pool is unheated 

because after sauna it is traditional to plunge into cool water. If 

there is too little snow and, instead of snowmobiling, the travel-

lers are transported by bus, a professional guide tell stories about 

prospectors for gold, the various varieties of stone or lumber-

jacks, bringing the snow-free landscape to life, hopefully even to 

such a degree that the tourists forget the absence of snow.
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 Encountering customers and staging meaningful experiences 

is hard work. It requires cultural knowledge, language skills, an 

attitude that allows one to see things from the customer perspec-

tive, and especially the ability to control one’s own feelings. One 

must know how to deal with a furious, disappointed or irritated 

customer with a smile, even if one is being personally insulted. 

Workers are often obliged to handle and adapt their own emo-

tions so that they correspond to the role required by their tasks. 

Bringing the customer into a certain spirit, the employee is re-

quired to actively handle his own feelings. It is difficult to get the 

customer to be enthusiastic, cheerful and open to experiencing 

something new unless one is that way oneself. As it is hard fake 

joy and enthusiasm, it is easier to try and become enthusiastic 

oneself. Besides, every professional loves his work - at least if 

customers ask. This intentional handing of feelings is emotional 

work. In creative emotional work, the aim is to bring about a fee-

ling that did not originally exist. In suppressive emotional work, 

however, unsuitable feelings are controlled. Therefore, the emp-

loyer does not merely pay for the time and work contribution, but 

also for the feelings of his workers (Hochschild 1983).

 All service professions require emotional work, but in the tou-

rism business also the knowledge of various cultures is crucial. 

One must be able to translate and explain cultural differences 

and exchange opinions. The tourist wants to see and experience 

genuine, real and credible Finnish phenomena, but only those 

he finds interesting or important, depending on his own star-

ting point. A good guide helps him to experience exactly those 

things. 

 The content of the various jobs in the tourism sector is distin-

ct, although ultimately it all comes down to encountering dissi-

milarity, explaining differences and giving good service. Different 
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performers

Must be 
completed,
main
emphasis on
performance:
taking,
bringing and
doing. Good
contact with
the customer
is important
added value.

Shift work,
work and
free-time
separate,
the client
has no
access to
free-time

Loosely
defined. A
’back 
stage’
serves
as the
worker’s
escape

Taxi Driver,
Cleaner,
Chef

nature of 
work

work time
physical 

work space
examples

operators

Willing to
help: to solve
problems,
realise
requests,
telephone,
research and
coordinate.
Emotional
work and
pleasing 
customers
is very
important
but not an
irreplaceable
part of the
profession

Shift work,
work and
free-time
separate,
the client
has no
access to
free-time

Clearly
defined, 
the
customer
and emp-
loyee
are
often sepa-
rated
by a
counter. A
‘back 
stage’
serves
as the
worker’s
escape

Hotel clerk,
Sales
Secretary,
Sales
Clerk,
Waiter,
Flight Atten-
dant
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expert
entertainers

Professional
expertise is a
combination
of professio-
nalism,
cultural
competence
and the
power of
attraction.
Emotional
expertise and
charisma is
evident in the
tips. Tips 
often
significant
in relation to
salaries.

Limits vary,
difficult to
leave in the
middle of
the work
day. The
days easily
grow long.
A lot of
overtime
during
the high
season

Loosely
defined in
accordance
with work
description.
‘Back
stages’ few,
or access
to them
during work
time is
frequently
limited

Safari
guide,
Lifeguard,
Bartender,
Skiing
instructor

translators

Most impor-
tant
part of
professional
expertise
is cultural
competence;
the ability to
explain and
translate
cultural
differences.
The work is
emotionally
demanding.

Not limited,
must be at
customers’
disposal
24h/day

Not limited,
at work
24h/day
clients
often have
indirect
access
to private
areas

Tour leader,
travel
agency
represen-
tative

Table 1. Professional identities of tourist field employees
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work and professions require a variety of special expertise, and 

may differ from one another a lot in terms of emotional require-

ments, physical surrounding and working hours etc. The table 

on pages x-x, outlines four categories with respect to workers in 

service field and the tourist industry (see, e.g. Hall 2003). These 

categories are not finite: many a work requires expertise in more 

than one role, and the best professionals smoothly switch from 

one role to another.

 Physical workplace refers to the physical space where the cus-

tomer service situation occurs. Some professions require cons-

tant contact with the customers, which means that the customer 

service orientation cannot be forgotten for a moment. For instan-

ce, when guiding a snowmobile excursion or leading a group as a 

tour guide, the customers are constantly present and it would be 

inappropriate to smoke, curse an earlier group, pick one’s nose 

or cut nails in front of them. The bus guide cannot nap in bet-

ween announcements, and a guide smoking when collecting the 

customers at the airport is not a pretty sight, let alone guides 

that complain to one another about customers. Most companies 

have a social area reserved for the staff only where the above-

mentioned activities may be performed, away from the eyes and 

ears of the customers.

 Most professions have fixed working hours. It is, however, 

typical of some work in tourism that the working hours are stret-

ched. The guide cannot leave the group to go to the dentist, 

and the customers have to be taken safely back to their hotels, 

no matter what happens on the way. Sometimes the customers 

can even interfere with employees’ free-time. For instance, group 

guides, tour operators or travel agent representatives often have 

to be on-call and be prepared to act in the case of emergency or 

other problems around the clock, even if their actual work time is 
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over. 

 Many of the guides are invited to the bar or for a drink at the 

end of the day. No work compensation is paid for drinking beer, 

of course, but pleasant people receive more tips. In a small town 

or at a ski resort it is not rare to come across customers on one’s 

free-time in shops, on the street or at a café. Therefore, profes-

sional ethics should be kept in mind at all times. 

 The nature and emotional requirement of work tasks also vary 

greatly. In such professions as a chef or a taxi driver, the most 

important thing is to perform or deliver what the customer wishes, 

prepare a meal, take him where he wants to go, and charge the 

fee. Friendliness and kindness give, of course, added value, but 

the taxi driver is not expected to chat with the passengers, nor is 

the chef expected to come and chat with the customers.

 In such occupations as a travel agent or a sales secretary, 

emotional expertise and pleasant behaviour are essential part 

of the work. Bookings should be made efficiently and customers 

should be assisted whenever problems occur without forgetting 

happy, competent and pleasant attitude for one moment. The best 

professionals are those who have social intelligence and a good 

contact with the customers. The customer and employee are nor-

mally separated by a counter, telephone or internet connection. A 

backstage room offers them a place to rest, where on can show 

also negative feelings. After the work day they can go home wit-

hout the customers calling them during their free time.

 Customer contact is even more emphasised in the work of ex-

pert entertainers, such as snowmobile guides or skiing instructors, 

in which cultural and social competence is at least as important 

as technical expertise. They need to have a psychological eye and 

personal attraction, to make sure the customers enjoy themselves 

and act in the desired manner. The most charismatic individuals 
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get the most tips. The workspace is varied and it is not rare to 

come across customers on one’s free-time. There are not always 

backstage rest rooms or the access to them is limited, likewise is 

the number of breaks.

 Cultural competence is the most important characteristic of a 

translator. That is, the ability to explain cultural differences, and 

to concretely translate things from one language to another in a 

comprehensible and positive way. The work is emotionally very 

demanding, as it requires active handling of one’s own feelings 

and being available almost round the clock. Tour guide has to 

within reach after dinner and a travel agent has to answer an 

emergency call in the middle of the night.

2.4 The future and well-being

The workday of a tourism worker, especially in the customer ser-

vice, can be tough, particularly during the high season. Exten-

ded and irregular working hours, as well as continuous shaping of 

one’s own emotions may result in exhaustion and alienation from 

one’s true feelings. Therefore, it is important to become aware of 

one’s own limits and to make sure to get enough sleep, to stay in 

shape, and to have social contacts and life also outside of work. 

It is difficult to work with a burnout, not to even mention profes-

sional development. 

 It is important to have support from the colleagues and su-

periors when problems and conflicts occur. It should always be 

possible to handle conflict situations within the work community. 

One should keep in mind a furious customer generally directs his 

insults at the worker rather than to the person inside him. It is, 

however, always good to handle similar situations with the closest 
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superior. Doing so, the management knows to be prepared for 

possible complaints, and the worker can deal with the unfortunate 

situation and perhaps even learn how to avoid similar ones in the 

future. All this processing can be informal, but it should not take 

place at a bar.

 The tourism industry is a very interesting field to work in. No 

two days are the same, the work is closely involved with people, 

variable, and frequently fun. Every day offers possibilities to learn 

something new about the human being, the world and foreign 

cultures. Colleagues often have the same spirit and it is easy to 

find good friends. Tourism includes a variety of tasks and there are 

many possibilities to build a career. Tourism is the world’s fastest 

growing industry, which means good news also for small busines-

ses. Ideally, the tourism industry generates competent and broad-

minded cosmopolitans, whose human relation skills and practical 

outlook are useful in many fields. 
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3. lapland: a treasure trove
   for experience stagers
 Anna-Riikka Lavia

3.1 Meaningful experiences drawn from tales

In the community of tales, content for tourist products is drawn 

from local culture, traditions and beliefs. Lapland is brimming 

with such content and the rich cultural heritage contains elements 

fascinating to travellers. Occupations, ways and habits, cuisine 

tradition, beliefs and tales have originated in interaction with the 

nature of the North, and they are also a genuine part of the Lap-

pish tourist environment.

 The overall theme of Lapland’s meaningful experience industry 

is the tale of Lapland from Lappish culture where meaningful ex-

perience and authenticity are emphasised. The three core areas of 

Lappish tales are Arctic nature, beliefs and rites, as well as way of 

life and culture (LEO 2002). These elements are also beneficially 

employed in tourism. In addition to art, events and cultural en-

vironment, tourists are intrigued by traditions and the traditional 

way of life. Travellers from Finland may be interested in looking 
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into their roots, diving into their own mythical past, but also find 

something new and foreign from the Finnish soil. For foreigners, 

an acquaintance with the history of the tourist area also tells a 

great deal about its modern day, its people and the national men-

tality.

3.2 Cultural content of tales

Sámi culture is often marketed as the culture of Lapland as a 

whole. The products in the Sámi region as well as those made 

by Sámi entrepreneurs based on the Sámi culture are, of course, 

welcome, but the production of a culture without familiarity with 

it can be destructive and consume the credibility of all service 

producers. Such things as panning for gold, logging sites, log flo-

ating, the wilderness tradition and reindeer husbandry are part of 

the authentic Northern Ostrobothnian feel, offering the possibility 

to create authentic tourist commodities in a genuine environment. 

In connection with these themes, innumerable tales of beliefs and 

recollections exist that may, for instance, be suitable for narration 

in Rovaniemi. For example, Pentti Harjumaa’s book, Aaveriekkoja 

(1994) tells that local men had seen, in the midnight sun, on the 

shores of the Kemijoki River, log floaters from decades past from 

beyond the grave.

 The history of the Town of Rovaniemi is like a roller coaster 

in which one immerses oneself in periods of shortages, need and 

even total devastation, as well as in boisterous and colourful ti-

mes. Rovaniemi’s reputation as the “Klondyke of the North” is 

associated with the gold rush at the end of the nineteenth cen-

tury and the beginning of the twentieth century. In those times, 

Rovaniemi was a place for wild partying, where the lumbermen 
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are said to have given champagne to their horses as well. The 

flamboyant goings-on at the Rovaniemi market were already na-

tionally renowned in the 1880s. In 1944, Rovaniemi was razed to 

the ground in the Continuation War, and the legacy of the town in 

ruins is evident with the number of modern buildings. This history 

includes ingredients suitable for any kind of drama, but the bulk 

of it has been recorded and is turning yellow in books and folders 

(Lavia 2003, 93). These stories, regrettably, are told by few. A 

taste of the Rovaniemi lost, however, be found at Arktikum, in 

the Provincial Museum of Lapland, where the old Rovaniemi is 

presented with scale models and photographs, and at the Lapland 

Forest Museum in Pöykkölä, which cultivates the logging-site and 

log floater tradition.
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3.3 The dilemma of creating authentic products

A lot of attention in tourism has been given lately to requirements 

for genuineness. Tourists can be seen as today’s pilgrims whose 

goal is to find authenticity. They look for the everyday life of other 

people, the private area of life that has not been made for pre-

sentation to others but rather exists merely for its own sake. The 

traveller is charmed by that which represents premodernity, sa-

fety and cosiness, as his own modern world is frequently lacking 

in security-creating structures such as a feeling of community, 

attachment to the locality and work transferred from one gene-

ration to the next (MacCannell 1989, 94-100). This yearning can 

be turned into a benefit for everyone by offering the tourist the 

possibility to forget, for a moment, the hurry and rootlessness of 

the post-modern world.

 Tales originate from local culture, and culture is a resource, 

which is beneficially utilised and put to work in the tourist in-

dustry. The target can be developed civilization and folk cultu-

re as much as the lifestyles of various human groups (Petrisalo 

2001, 60-61). Living local cultures should not, however, be put 

into museums of the past; rather, they should be given room to 

develop within the interpretations and products of the tourist bu-

siness. The modern identity of local cultures should be visible to 

tourists in such a way that the external dimensions and cultural 

content of the tourist trade become evident (cf. Saarinen 1999, 

85).

 There is a habit of telling tales from foreign countries and 

other cultures, as through such means the world is explained and 

diversity is segmented. On the other hand, presenting a cultu-

re which is strange to oneself, wrenched from outside and then 

simulated for the purpose of economic benefit is questionable. 
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Acting in this way distorts the values of the borrowed culture and 

infringes the identity of the culture’s representatives, while at the 

same time being economically unethical. For example, souvenirs 

with Sámi themes are more often made in cheap labour nations 

than by Sámi handicraftsmen. Nevertheless, they are marketed 

to travellers as genuine objects and products historically and cul-

turally linked with the travel destination (Saarinen 1999, 87-88).

  What then is authentic local culture, and to what extent can 

people’s lifestyles be used to produce commercial benefit? Dra-

wing the line is difficult, as many cultural characteristics have 

come from elsewhere and have been used so much, they feel like 

one’s own. Culture is creative activity in which the past and the 

present are experienced, interpreted and continuously reworked, 

and in which communities receive external influences by adap-

ting and shaping them to the existing cultural content (Petrisalo 

2001, 60-61). It may be regarded as a rule of thumb that local 

culture has the sort of features that locals have embraced as part 

of their own lifestyle. Putting a culture into production is always 

associated with the problem that it’s a question of people’s eve-

ryday life. For this reason, one must relate to habits, stories and 

material culture discreetly and with respect. Local culture may, in 

a sustained manner, be beneficially exploited only in a way that 

the representatives of the culture can accept.

3.4 Anatomy of tales
 

Tales can be divided into tales of belief and history. Tales of belief 

tell of the relationships between people and supernatural beings. 

Historical narratives include, for instance, accounts of colonization 

and war: stories of prominent people, events and epochs. These 
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accounts explain the relationship of the community to the matters 

related and thereby provide a model of how one should react to 

matters observed. They analyse events and take a position: they 

are historical writings of their time (Timonen 2004, 46). Quite 

often, inexplicable events are also explained by means of stories 

to make them easier to understand. The northern lights are born 

from the sweep of a fox’s tail and the roar of thunder from the 

clatter of heavenly carriages. Tales frequently have a logical 

background and, for example, the stories of water demons and 

spirits of the water have functioned as deterrents for children, so 

that they would not go swimming unsupervised.

 Fascinating beliefs are often associated with place names, or 

then they simply tell of the use of a place or events such as, for 

instance, this account found in the Folklore archives of the Finnish 

Literature Society: ”Aittapalo [“Barn fire”] has received its Finnish 

name from the fact that there were Lapps who had a barn placed 

on top of four stumps there, and then it burnt down” (Sodankylä. 

PK 48. Olavi Erola 8746. 1938. < Anselmi Ylitepsa, born 1881, 

hunter, in Sattanen, Sodankylä).

 An amusing story also relates to the name of Sodankylä 

[”Village of War”], the accuracy of which can only be guessed: ”In 

Finland, the name of Soankylä (literary name: Sodankylä) comes 

from when tramps came during the war to pillage the North, and 

once came to Soankylä, and got into a fight with the locals. The 

weapons used were turnips.” (Karunki. Aukusti Kantojärvi 150. 

1936. < Juho Niska, born 1866. A native of Sweden’s village of 

Korpi, Karunki. Folklore archives, Finnish Literature Society). The 

name of the Town of Rovaniemi originates from the landscape: 

rova in particular refers in the Northern Ostobothnian dialects 

to cairns, rock, a boulder field in the rapids or sauna stove. The 

second alternative is roavve of Lappish derivation – a wooded 

ridge, hill or site of a forest fire (Annanpalo 1989, 14).
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3.4 The legend of Santa Claus

The main attraction for winter tourism in Lapland is naturally 

Santa Claus. The idea of Ear Mountain, the Christmas Land, el-

ves and the year-round enchantment of yuletide is an example 

of utopia that the obligations and limits of everyday life never 

touch. Utopia is the image of the sort of world in which we would 

like to live, an existent or hypothetical ideal alternative to the 

world (Petrisalo 2001, 64-65). The crowning point to the utopia 

of Santa Claus is Ear Mountain – a distant fantasyland in terms 

of both time and place, isolated from its surroundings, where 

neither sorrows or worries (not even the tourist industry!) can be 

physically reached (cf. Petrisalo 2001, 64-65).

 Santa Claus does not represent Lappish tradition; rather, 

it’s a legend which was decided and conceived to locate at Ear 

Mountain and the Arctic Circle. Santa Claus is a deeply universal 

phenomenon, which has become a symbol of tourism for Rova-

niemi with its reindeer and blankets of winter snow. At the same 

time Santa’s Village was being built, it was further decided that 

the Arctic Circle would be ”moved” a few kilometres in line with 

the tourist attraction, to facilitate creating the illusion of crossing 

the line, a transition with one step from the south to the magical 

north. Santa’s Village with its accompanying services is a product 

founded on the utopian imagination, which as a tourist attraction 

provides the possibility to abandon everyday reality for a moment 

and take a journey into a fairytale world.

 The legend of Father Christmas is an essential component of 

Christmas magic, and all travel business employees should con-

vey a uniform story of our locality’s great man. The story of Santa 

Claus can be read in more detail on Rovaniemi’s official Christmas 

web pages at www.santaclaus.fi.
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Santa Claus

Santa Claus normally receives guests in the grotto in Santa’s Vil-

lage, where he may be seen daily. Santa’s actual residence is on 

Ear Mountain. Finding one’s way there requires magic and special 

expertise. Santa himself often uses his secret underground net-

work of tunnels. The opening to the tunnel is quite secret, but 

there are rumours that the fireplace located in Santa’s Grotto is 

not what it appears to be. 

 Santa Claus respects various religions and beliefs. Love for 

one’s neighbours as well as caring for one’s fellow human beings 

are elements in all the world’s religions and outlooks on life and 

are, in Santa’s view, very important.

 Santa does not quite remember his precise age. Once he tried 

to calculate it, but fell asleep when he got to about 364. The 

secret of Santa’s long life may be the rice porridge prepared by 

Mrs Claus, or the large mug of reindeer milk he savours every 

morning. Santa Claus listens to all the world’s languages, un-

derstanding them fluently. The sort of situation in which Santa 

and children would not have understood each other has not yet 

occurred. 

 With his reindeer and elves, Santa uses time zones to his 

advantage in flying from one continent to another on Christmas 

Eve. The swiftness of Santa Claus and his reindeer is frequently 

admired and marvelled. In Santa’s view, however, there’s no rea-

son for wonder. Rudolph and the rest of the reindeer are simply 

very fast, and they get special powers from a super form of lichen 

gathered from a secret location.
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Mrs Claus

Mrs Claus—always cheerful and in a good mood — makes sure 

that everything at Ear Mountain goes as it should. She has an 

apron, which is full of pockets, and everything that she needs can 

be found. A ladle hangs from Mrs Claus’s belt for stirring the porri-

dge, and a set of keys hangs around her neck, with many keys to 

lots of places—secret ones as well.

The elves 

Elves are assigned to all sorts of tasks. There are reindeer her-

ding elves, house elves, sauna elves and clerical elves. There are 

professor elves that know everything about the world and forest 

elves that look after the animals in the woods. The elves help 

Santa in handling the thousands of letters pouring in from around 

the world. All the elves have their own duties, but they have two 

main tasks. First of all, the elves travel about from place to place 

all year round. They look after children’s welfare, at the same time 

they keep a book about how well behaved the children are. Se-

condly, elf tasks include taking care of the animals in the forest.

Christmas elves

Christmas elves are the most famous of their kind. When, in the 

dusky twilight of the polar night, you hear the small jingling of a 

sleigh bell, you know that a Christmas elf is hiding nearby. This 

small, red-capped creature stays out of sight, but on occasion 

may inadvertently be heard by the clink of the bell at the end of 

his pointed hat. Sometimes, on December evenings, you may get 

to see, from the corner of your eye, a shadow move in the win-

dow, as it is one of the most important tasks of elves to make sure 

that children are fine. In that respect, they of course make certain 

that children eagerly get up in the morning, eat their breakfast, 
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brush their teeth and are, on the whole, kind to others. Especially 

as Christmas nears, it’s a good idea to be nice not only to other 

people, but to the animals, who are on especially good terms with 

the elves. Elves, you see, understand the language of animals, 

and get to hear about even the smallest bit of mischief.

Sauna elves

The field jacket and cap of a sauna elf are greyishbrown. He’s 

quite short and round-tummied, so he’s hard to distinguish in the 

weak light of the sauna. It’s best to enjoy a sauna with time, 

quietly and with devotion, so that this sauna sprite will protect 

the sauna and its bathers. May the saints preserve us if there’s 

noise and uproar in the sauna, or too much time is spent there! 

Then this elf will throw a fit and may even beat the bather with a 

whisk till exhausted, or in the worst case desert the house entire-

ly. When the owner of the sauna has, as the last bather, left it and 

raised some steam as s/he goes, it’s the sprite’s turn to climb up 

onto the sauna bench. What could be better than enjoying the soft 

steam in one’s own cosy sauna!

Home elves

A home elf is quick on his feet and is very difficult to notice, even 

with his reddish pixie cap. On the other hand, people have been 

familiar with home elves for centuries, so he knows the habits, 

chitchat and latest fads of his host family. Elves have mastered 

the sort of folk wisdom which has been lost to oblivion in modern 

people. A home elf helps with the Christmas preparations in its 

own surreptitious way. He wipes away the dust with the wing quill 

of a crow and watches that the children don’t go peeking at the 

gifts stashed away before Christmas Eve arrives.
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Post office elves

At Santa’s Main Post Office at the Arctic Circle, an entire group 

of lively and quick-witted post office elves are busy at work. In-

deed, the post office elves can be recognized from their conti-

nuous hustle and bustle. These elves have red jackets and pixie 

caps in the same way as Santa’s other helpers. Sometimes the 

liveliest ones dress in red and white-striped shirts so that they 

can be better noticed among all the hustle and bustle. They’re 

always either coming or going and know many different languages 

as well. That’s because the task of post office elves is to receive 

letters from children from around the world and assist Santa in 

replying to them.

Rudolph

Rudolph is Santa’s oldest and wisest reindeer responsible for San-

ta being in the right place at the right time on Christmas Eve. In 

guiding himself, Rudolph makes use of the ”Very Special Rein-

deer Navigating” system. Rudolph is well known as the “red-nosed 

reindeer”, and the reddening of his nose at Ear Mountain is consi-

dered to be one of the sure signs of Christmas.

Twilight

According to the elves’ explanation, the twilight is the result of 

the fact that the gift preparations close to Christmas are at their 

busiest and a mysterious cloak of darkness is required. Christ-

mas, on the other hand, is dark so that all the candles will look 

more impressive and the stars will twinkle particularly brightly 

also during the daytime. After Christmas, it’s good to continue 

the twilight for a few more weeks so that the elves and Santa get 

to rest well. 
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3.6 Back pocket tales

The guide’s local knowledge and familiarity with stories may well 

brighten up a gloomy day. For instance, routine transfers from 

one place to another can easily be given some colour with me-

morable stories. Factual information and statistics can also be 

interesting, once the guide knows how to choose words correctly 

and selects the appropriate time and place for such measure-

ments and quantities. Nature-related ‘trivia’ such as the duration 

of the twilight or the depth of snow certainly interest the Christ-

mas tourist, and the distances and heights of the fells can be just 

as interesting as the myths of origin for ‘giant’s kettles’ and the 

stories of how stone idols came into being. It’s good for a guide 

to have a basic arsenal of interesting facts to tell no matter what 

the situation. A skilled narrator gets the elves to show a glimpse 

of themselves in the woods and the spirits of the forest to whisper 

in the crowns of the trees, but even more modest narration is 

sufficient if one is well versed in one’s subject. What follows are a 

few folk legends and beliefs.

A story of how the devil drove Rukkis-Yrjö away from

Parvalampi Cabin into the night

Rukkis-Yrjö, he’d set up house while on a fishing trip at Parvalam-

pi Pond (at Naarmankaira on the road between Rovaniemi and 

Kemijärvi, on the northern side) and fired up the stove. After a 

bit, a horse comes and rubs its neck on the side of the cabin so 

that its muzzle is seen from the window. Rukkis-Yrjö goes out to 

look, but that horse is nowhere to be seen. He circles the cabin, 

comes back inside, and after a little while the door’s thrown open 

and a bunch of magpies come in, filling up the cabin. Rukkis-Yrjö 

kicks the door open again and the magpies leave. Then the door’s 
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flung open once again and in comes this terribly big, ugly man 

who sits on the end of the stove. That’s when Rukkis-Yrjö gets his 

tackle together and heads off into the night! (Edited from Kemi-

läisten jalanjäjlillä –interview materials)

Story of a fisherman and a bear hungry for some food

A fisherman had himself a two-part ’kota’ (Lappish tepee) at a 

lake full of fish at Naarmankaira. A bear learnt to prowl round as 

they kept their food there when they were travelling. They kept 

enough food for a day or two in a bag and the bear learnt to eat 

them and make a mess. So what could be done? They set a trap 

for the bear and put a note on top for others to read to beware of 

the trap. Then they laughed and said the bear had taught himself 

to read. It’d gone round the back and ripped a log from the wall 

of the kota, gone in from there and eaten the food! The fishermen 

always had some bootleg liquor with them, and they filled a birch 

bark box with the moonshine and the chow. They’d been on a trip 

and come back and the bear meanwhile had himself a great time, 

it had a real hankering for booze, it drunk it all! It left but hadn’t 

stayed in the tree, it’d fallen onto the slope and they got to put 

an end to that bear once and for all! (Edited from Kemiläisten 

jalanjäjlillä –interview materials)

The ‘men who came before’ 

Back in the old days there were always the ‘men who came befo-

re’. When they made their way home in the winter, they put their 

skis up ready against the steps. Then the lady of the house knew 

that her husband was coming: she’d fuss there on the porch and 

clean the skis, brew coffee or start preparing food, as she knew 

her husband would soon be home. He’d come after an hour or 

two, first the ‘men who came before’, then her husband himself. 

(Edited from Kemiläisten jalanjäjlillä –interview materials)



Kuiri-äijä’s reindeer

After Kuiri-äijä passed away, the reindeer from the backwoods of 

Marrasjärvi were left behind. The old man had a good bell rein-

deer. Somebody decided he wanted it for himself and went and 

stole it. Then the old man’s dead dog came into view from behind. 

The thief just looked on as the dog drove the bell reindeer into the 

forest. After this happened, none of the old man’s other reindeer 

could be found. Many believed the old man had taken the rein-

deer to the other side, because he witnessed them ending up in 

the hands of thieves. Kuiri-äijä was known during his lifetime to 

be a very honest reindeer herder. (Harjumaa 1994, 160)

Ski wax from the lake

My dad had the habit in the spring, when he started catching fish, 

of putting his skis against the wall of the building on a rack with 

the bottom facing outwards. Then he’d put entrails of the fish 

and whatever else remained after gutting, on to the back of the 

skis. And when the sun shone and it got warm, the grease would 

run onto the skis and get absorbed into the wood. And the snow 

never got stuck on the bottom of those skis! (Janhunen & Alfthan 

2001: Aidot kulissit –project interview materials)

The world’s greatest song

I started working on logging sites when I was pretty young. I was 

only seven years old when I was with my mom and dad floating 

the logs. Of course I wasn’t on the payroll, and I got to thinking 

that I should get some money for what I was doing! There was 

about half a hundred men in the log-float, and one evening I 

offered to sing for the loggers. So they said, ‘go ahead and sing, 

we’ll pass the hat’. I told them, “Here comes the biggest song 

in the world!” and I started. But nothing came out. I tried and I 
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tried, my mouth was wide open. I threw myself onto the ground 

and tried that way. Again, nothing came out, I opened my mouth 

but got no sound. Then I stood up and I was about to cry when 

one man said: “Don’t worry, surely the biggest song in the world 

is much too big to come out of the mouth of such a little boy. Your 

performance was just what you promised”. Everybody started to 

laugh, the hat was passed around and I made my first earnings!

Sonka (Aidot kulissit)

 

The mill elf

Siinä vesimyllyssä oli haltija eli myllytonttu, jos sanothaan nyThe 

water mill had a pixie, a mill elf as you call him these days. Gran-

dpa said he was so tired because as he had heard a commotion 

and had fallen asleep because he was alone. So the pixie woke up 

and said: ”Maggots are coming out of the cog!” What was going 

on? He sat up and lit a few matches, there had to be a candle 

somewhere. He said that there had to be something wrong as elf 

had woken him. Pixies, that’s what’s they’re called. He discovered 

there was a hole in the floor of the mill and little by little kernels

fell into the stream—so maggots were coming out of the cog! 

Well, he plugged up the hole and was about to fall asleep again 

when his leg was shaken and he remarked, ‘Good grief! What’s 

the matter now?’, ‘Get up, you old crayfish! The mill’s grinding 

empty!’ The mill shouldn’t be allowed to grind empty as the groo-

ves get a good battering. A few more kernels of grain were ad-

ded, and he went back to sleep. (Edited from Kemiläisten jalan-

jäjlillä – interview materials)

Earth spirits or elves

(edited from Folklore archives, Finnish Literature Society)

Earth spirits have given me food many times in my dreams—but 
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nothing’s actually made it into my stomach! Every time I fell as-

leep on Laiskavaara Hill, I was given sour whole milk. There’s no 

hunger on awakening, even if I’ve never really swallowed anyt-

hing. (Enontekiö. Samuli and Jenny Paulaharju 12384. 1930 < 

Hukka-Salkko, age: 60. )

 All kinds of beings are found on earth, though they do not get 

to see each other. Sometimes they may be seen from a distance, 

but not close by. Earth spirits live wherever; I do think that they 

live in these cracks in the rocks. I’ve been there many times 

when thereindeer and fallen asleep, and they’ve come to say: 

”The reindeer left to graze.” And I wake up and that’s just what’s 

happened. (Enontekiö. Samuli and Jenny Paulaharju 12386. 1930 

< Hukka-Salkko, age: 60.)

 Elves are everywhere. But we don’t see them, those of us 

who are baptized. Someone may, of course, see them in dreams. 

On Kaareneksenvaara Hill, I’ve often seen an elf. When I’ve been 

herding reindeer there, it’s come to say: ”Get up”—it’s come to 

tell me that when the reindeer were leaving. It has human form, 

it’s always the phantom of a wife. It’s a good elf, the one on 

Kaarneksenvaara Hill. (Enontekiö. Samuli and Jenny Paulaharju 

12393. 1930 < Salomon Näkkäläjärvi, age 60, Hukka-Salkko.)

  A man was in Ullatieva for the night by a campfire. The rein-

deer were on the loose—three of them had apparently got away. 

He herded the reindeer, went back close to the fire and lay down 

once again. But once again the reindeer were set loose. And he 

heard some kind of hissing. Those earth spirits did not allow any-

one to be there. They had also caused him to be restless. But he 

didn’t go away—he only went to sleep on the other side of the 

fire! (Enontekiö. Samuli and Jenny Paulaharju 12392. 1930 < 

Host of Pekkala, age: 45.)
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Weather forecasts 

(edited from Folklore archives, Finnish Literature Society)

If a reindeer jumps about and is wild, it knows bad weather is co-

ming, blizzards. (Sodankylä. Autio, Einari. KT 219:55. 1938.)

If a snipe rises to fly straight up it and glides up and down, and 

sings with a sort of snuffle, rain is on the way. (Suomussalmi. Oi-

karinen, Juho. KT 215:32. 1936.)

If the swallows fly high, it will be fair weather, and if they fly low, 

it’ll rain. (Sodankylä. Erola, Olavi. KT 220:19. 1938.)

If on their departing flight cranes fly high, a thick blanket of snow 

will come in winter. But if they fly low, a winter with little snow is 

on the way. (Kemi. Jänkälä, Aino. KT 221:52. 1937.)

If a grouse coos on a winter’s day, it knows a blizzard’s coming. 

(Sotkamo. Ahonen, Matti. KT 206:153.1937.)

And if grouses are tame: fog and snow flurries.

(Pyhäjärvi Ol. Hienonen, Hiski. KT 185:95. 1937.)

The cry of a crane is said to mean rain. (Pudasjärvi. Koivukangas, 

Veikko. KT 211:15. 1937.)

Beliefs

(edited from Folklore archives, Finnish Literature Society)

If a reindeer dies and one cries over it, one’s reindeer luck will 

be spoiled. For this reason there should be no tears if a reindeer 

happens to die. (Sodankylä. Autio, Einari. KT 219:56. 1938.)
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 The narrator knows to tell that the Lapps have formerly tra-

velled to pick up southern birds in the phantom form of birds, and 

something is made clear. When there was once a certain hunter 

on a trip to the woods, he shot a capercaillie down from a tree. 

And when he went to get it, there was actually a person at the 

foot of the tree. This person said: “Who taught you to shoot so 

well?” But some sort of magic trick must have been performed, 

one I can’t figure out. (Pyhäjärvi. Ol. Laitinen, Arne. KT 193:10. 

1936.)

 When you see a swallow for the first time in the spring, you 

should throw some water over your head and--if you have them-

-freckles will leave your face. (Säräisniemi. Leinonen, Maikki. KT 

212:8. 1937.)
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4. mytholog y

 Timo Seppälä

4.1 Lapland’s ancient gods

Researchers have divided the ancient gods of the Sámi into three 

or four classes: above the heavens, below the heavens, aboveg-

round (and subterranean). The following is a list of examples that 

by no means attempts to be comprehensive.

Radien

Radien was the most superior god of all, whose tasks included the 

supervision of other gods. Radien also gave people souls.

The Hag Gods

Accompanying the birth of human beings and animals, Madder-

Hag and her daughters Sarakka, Juksakka and Uksakka were in-

cluded among the gods living in the air and on the earth. Sarakka 

and Juksakka designated the gender of each child, while it was 

one of Uksaka’s tasks to guard each child born.
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The Sun God 

The Sun God (Beavi) was one of the heavenly gods. During twi-

light time, sun porridge was cooked in a large pot which, when 

frozen, was hung from a tree as nourishment for the ever-lengt-

hening daylight.

The God of Thunder

The god of thunder has had many names, such as Tiermes, Ba-

jan, Äijeg, Äijjih and Horagallis. Among the Sámi of Finland, the 

Finnish name Ukko or Ukkonen is the most common. Ukko is the 

ruler of weather and protector of reindeer. It cleanses the air of 

diseases and provides both rain and life.

Rota

Rota was evil incarnate. This god brought diseases and was said 

to travel in the form of an ermine.

4.2 Holy sites

The fells, lakes and landscape

The fells, which arouse great respect, are holy places for the 

Sámi, such as Finland’s highest peak, Halti, and the god-faced 

Saana. The Sámi word meaning ‘holy’, Ailigas—as well as the 

Finnish Pyhä—appear in the current names for many fells and 

waterways. Utsjoki has three Ailigas fells: Aligas of Karigasniemi, 

Utsjoki-Ailigas and Nuvvus- Ailigas. Holy fells, hills and bare tops 

of fields are in Pelkosenniemi, Kittilä, Inari, Utsjoki and Enonte-

kiö. In the Sompio Nature Reserve in Sodankylä, there is Pyhä-

Nattanen. Salla has the Large and Small Pyhätunturi fells. The-

re are also several holy lakes. A particular concentration of cult 
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locations appears to be in the current area of the Pyhä-Luosto 

National Park: Pyhätunturi, Ukonhattu, Noitatunturi (Seitakero), 

Pyhäkuru, Uhriharju, Lake Pyhäjärvi, the Pyhäjoki River and Py-

hälampi Pond, which is nestled within the vicinity of Lampivaara 

Hill. The site of worship for the god of thunder was at Ukonkivi in 

Lake Inari (in the Inari language, Aijjisualuj).

Stone idol (seita)

The stone idols were special terrain formations, blocks of stone, 

sometimes stumps or sculpted wood. Sacrifices were made to 

these idols or the spirits in the hope of better fishing or hun-

ting catches. Well-known seita sites are Taatsi in Kittilä’s Pokka, 

Pyhäkuru’s stone idol at Pelkosenniemi and the sheer seita rock-

face at Äkässaivo, Ylläs.
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Saivo (deep clear-water lake)

Lake Saivo was a clear-water lake abundant with fish, where it 

was believed there was a double bottom under which the fish 

occasionally hid. It was believed that there were helpful spirits 

in Lake Saivo and it was also regarded as a residence for an un-

derground people. Among others, Enontekiö’s Lake Näkkälänjärvi 

and Karigasniemi’s Sulaoja are each considered to be a saivo. In 

addition, Pyhänkasteen Lampi Pond at Pelkosenniemi’s Pyhätun-

turi Fell is also regarded as a saivo.

Posio

Opposite to the opening to the kota (a Lappish tepee), there was 

another opening, a secret door from which a man crawled out to 

perform some holy rite, such as a sacrifice. The holy area closest 

to the secret door was referred to as ’Posio’, also a place in which 

a drum and other sacred objects were kept.

4.3 Spirits and phenomena

The people of Lapland have always regarded it as self-evident 

that spirits reside in all elements of nature, and a belief in various 

earth spirits places has by no means disappeared in contempo-

rary Lapland.

Spirits of the forest

Each growing tree is thought to have a spirit which must be awa-

kened by striking the tree three times with the back of an axe 

before felling it: otherwise, it will hurl embers when used as fi-

rewood. In cutting it down for lumber or firewood, the lowest 

branch should be chopped off and discarded, so that the spirit of 
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the tree stays with it rather than going home with the wood and 

pestering the one who felled it.

 A spirit also lives in rock; for that reason, one cannot remove 

peat on top of the rock unless one covers the bared section with 

lichen or moss. Otherwise, the forest spirits will ultimately reveal 

the person concerned.

Guardians of treasure

At one time, Lapland had a lot of silver and gold. For various 

reasons, it has been necessary to dig and place it into the ground. 

These stashes are often forgotten. Every seven years, a fire bre-

aks out on top of a treasure trove and then it’s possible to find the 

treasure. When one starts to dig, all kinds of abominable creatu-

res rise up, but one should disregard them and not say a word!

Guardian spirits

Lapland’s guardian spirit tradition is generally associated with 

natural sites, while conversely the guardian spirits from more 

southern areas appear more in built-up environments. In Finland, 

guardian spirits are frequently called elves (sauna elf, barn elf, 

etc.). In the guardian spirit tradition, what has central importance 

is the guardian spirit’s duty as a maintainer of order: if matters 

go in a manner acceptable to the spirit, they’ll succeed otherwise 

they will fail. Famous Lappish guardian spirits are Pyhätunturi 

Fell’s Huttu-ukko, who long bothered the workers who erected 

the Kultakero TV tower during the 1970s, until he got his own 

television as well as the violet-haired fairy of Lampivaara Hill, 

who makes lost or otherwise punishes anyone approaching the 

amethyst mine with evil intentions.
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Earth spirits

Earth spirits are believed to be the human-like folk living below 

the earth or under the deep clear-water lakes. They are very at-

tractive in appearance, especially the females. Earth spirits have 

many fine whitemottled reindeer and other property. Sometimes 

they show themselves to people in order to try to seduce them 

into their world. At times, they bring their reindeer aboveground. 

If one throws a Lappish knife over the animal, he gets it for him-

self. If a human child behaves strangely, s/he is suspected to be 

a changeling which an earth spirit has brought in place of the real 

youngster. Earth spirits are good Lappish chanters and have also 

taught the skill to the Sámi.

4.4 Spirits of the underworld

Spirits of the underworld also lived below the earth, but deeper 

in the netherworld. While earth spirits were people in full, spirits 

of the underworld were inanimate, dead souls. Sometimes spirits 

of the underworld rose up or were risen up in order to irritate 

people. 

Bastard

This is a slain child of unmarried parents, buried in the woods, 

who cries and wails. It’s best to avoid looking for the crier: mee-

ting an illegitimate child can make one feel weak.

Sea wretch

A sea wretch is the soul of one drowned at sea, who disturbs 

fishermen and coastal residents. It can be bribed with silver and 

repelled with fire.
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Staalo

Staalo (Stallu) is a massive, strong but stupid humanlike creature 

that lives in the forest. It readily gobbles up people and for this 

reason always has a conflicting relationship with the Lapps. While 

travelling, it has a bag containing silver, a knife in its belt, and 

is accompanied by a dog. Staalo challenges Lapps to a duel, the 

victor getting goods that have disappeared. In the tales, Staalo 

generally loses these encounters.

Sixth sense

Six sense refers to concrete, heard or seen observations of co-

ming events. It is believed that the free soul of an arriving guest 

will visit to announce his or her arrival, noises of the arriving indi-

vidual are heard, and the individual will come after a while. Belief 

in a sixth sense is still quite common in Lapland.

4.5 Animal-related beliefs

For the people of Lapland, nature with its various elements is a 

very close-at-hand part of the world sensed and observed every 

day. All animals encountered in Lapland’s nature, real or not, are 

associated with many beliefs and tales.

Bear

The bear is traditionally the most sacred animal of all, though 

a tamed wild reindeer has become almost as important. A bear 

was never called by name, so it has many nicknames. One was 

also not allowed to speak badly about a bear. To hunt bears, one 

always left from the kota’s Posio door that only the males were 

allowed to use. It was forbidden to kill a sleeping bear: it had to 
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be awakened first. The Skolt Lapps were called the brothers to 

the bear: the ancestral mother of the Skolt was regarded to be a 

Lappish girl who was obliged to spend the winter in a male bear’s 

lair. In ancient times, it was the habit to become a bear, especially 

in the winter. One could turn oneself into a bear by crawling three 

times under a tree that has fallen and faces North. Sometimes a 

bear has killed with a belt with sheath under his skin. A bear will 

not harass a woman: if a bear comes to a cloudberry patch, a 

woman need only lift her hem and show she is a woman, then the 

animal will put its paws over its eyes and run away. 

Wolf

It was believed that the devil had created the wolf, but God had 

given it life. According to the tradition of the Skolt, the wolf was 

originally God’s dog, but when it killed a wild reindeer created for 

people, its task was set as eating inferior reindeer, so that people 

would get angry and more eagerly hunt the wolf. In Lapland it is

told quite commonly that a wolf finds inferior reindeer without 

error, even from a large herd. The witches knew how to change 

form and turn people into wolves: indeed, this skill has also been 

mastered by the Lapps.

Reindeer

A reindeer tamed from the wild variety is associated with the 

most beliefs of all: after all, it has been Lapland’s most important 

animal. Hundreds of names for reindeer are used, depending on 

its gender, age, colouring or the shape of its horns. A white doe is 

an  animal for good luck, the kind every reindeer owner wishes in 

his herd. Reindeer are used to their entire advantage: their meat 

is consumed, clothing and implements are made from their skin 

and bones, and even potency powder from its horns is provided 

for tourists.
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Cuckoo

The cuckoo announces, with its call, both years of life and pre-

dicts evil. If a person does not hear a cuckoo for a long time, it 

brings bad fortune. A reindeer calf will not perish in the spring if 

it hears the cry of the cuckoo, and older folk receive vigour for 

a year. If one hears a cuckoo on an empty stomach, there will 

be risk of accident. The same belief also applied to several other 

birds; for instance, the loon. For this reason, one should eat “a 

bird’s portion” in the spring before leaving the house.

Siberian jay

The Siberian jay is Lapland’s bird of luck. When it comes close to 

chat or sits on one’s clothing, that person will become wealthy. A 

Siberian jay should not be shot: in that case, “kortto” (evil eye) 

will go into the gun. In Germany, the Siberian jay is regarded as a 

bird of witches and a spy. It nests in some thick clump of spruces, 

no-one has ever seen a Siberian jay’s nest and survived.

Raven

The raven is a bird of witches. It’s not a good idea to shoot a 

raven – it sees the bullet and knows how to avoid it. A raven 

can also spoil the shooter’s gun by bending its barrel. There is 

a lucky feather under the raven’s wing. By means of this feat-

her, the raven always finds food. When a raven dies, the feather 

detaches and flies towards a head wind. If a person manages to 

retrieve this lucky feather, s/he’ll be successful in whatever s/he 

undertakes.



4.6 Shamanistic world-view

A central factor of life and survival for native peoples of Arctic 

regions was the shamanistic world-view. Alongside the Sámi, a 

similar system of beliefs can still be found among the Inuit of 

Canada and Alaska and the peoples of North Siberia. The name 

given to shamans by the Sámi was noaidi or witch.

 The world was split into three overlapping parts. There was 

Ylinen (’the above’), where the gods resided, Keskinen (‘the mid-

dle’), in which people lived, and Alinen (‘the below’), in which 

the deceased as well as earth spirits and other beings had their 

home. People’s troubles and handicaps were most often derived 

from Alinen. A witch was a member of the community having 

particular abilities, who was able to travel in various worlds and 

seek solutions as well as advice for the needs and problems of the 

community.
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Witch’s drum

In the witch’s drum, there is an untanned reindeer skin stret-

ched over a frame assembled from a splinter or hollowed-out 

trough fashioned from a burl. The hair and inner membrane of 

the hide are removed with a scraping technique to prevent decay. 

On the bottom of the drum, there is a handle made of wood or, 

in a cuplike drum, cavities for the hand. On the upper surface of 

the drumhead, a certain cosmological chart illustrates the various 

worlds and their inhabitants, gods, people, reindeer and animals 

of prey. This witch’s drum was given the name “Kannus” (in the 

coat of arms from the municipality of Kannus, a reindeerbone 

drumstick is illustrated).

Use of the drum

A witch uses this drum for two purposes. S/he can predict coming 

events using the drum. For this purpose, a ’hammer’ is placed on 

the drumhead—usually a metal link (brass, copper or silver) to 

which smaller links are attached. The shaman strikes the drum 

frequently by means of a hammer-like drumstick fashioned from 

a reindeer bone, in such a way that the hammer moves across 

the map on the drumhead. From its location, the shaman can 

conclude where the best trapping/ fishing sites are or where a 

missing herd of reindeer may be found, or when a clergyman and 

sheriff are intending to make a raid. This drum is also used by a 

witch as an aid in making spirit journeys. S/he drums evenly (un-

der 4 beats/second) until s/he goes into a dream-like trance.

Spirit journeys

While in a trance, the witch enters a condition of altered cons-

ciousness: his/her “free soul” leaves, according to the purpose, 

‘above’ or ‘below’ in order to seek answers to questions. In a 
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trance, the witch may also change into an animal, swim as a fish, 

fly as a bird or run as a wolf. The witch awoke from this trance 

by the aid of pre-arranged ritual. Frequently, the witch was as-

sisted in awakening by a person participating in the trance event. 

Awakening has not always been successful (Akmeeli Antreeus in-

cident, Samuli Paulaharju ). During these spirit journeys, helping 

spirits, often in the form of animals, assist the witch.

The witch’s duties

The witch, who generally practised an everyday occupation as 

well, was the spiritual leader of the community. The most impor-

tant task for a witch was the healing of the sick. Other activities 

included fortune telling, solving crimes and leading rituals for en-

suring a successful hunt. One special skill was binding the wind 

with three knots to a rope. When the knots were opened, the 

wind was freed. These ropes were sold to seafarers.

Termination of witchcraft

The shamanistic world-view kept the Lapps alive and independent 

of State aspirations. By criminalizing the most visible symbol of 

witches, the witch’s drum, and by pronouncing that witches were 

damned, the State Church ensured that the Sámi communities 

would become subservient. A particularly strong force in the ci-

vilization of Lapps was Vicar of Lapland, Gabriel Tuderus of Kemi 

who, in 1670, burnt drums and nailed Posio doors shut. The Vi-

car of Inari, Mansuetus Jacobi Fellman, baptized Forest Sámi by 

force on the sacrificial pond at Pyhätunturi Fell in 1648, thereby 

changing the name of the pond to Pyhän Kasteen Lampi [Holy 

Baptism Pond]. Circa 1730, the last known witches of Lapland 

committed mass suicide by falling into a permanent trance on 

the shore by Sodankylä’s Old Church after a powerful sermon 
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and curse of damnation delivered by Vicar Zacharias Forbus. The 

institution of witchcraft has not completely disappeared from Lap-

land: in northern Norway, it has continued uninterrupted up to 

the present day.
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4.7 The Lapland of gold and precious stones 

For the most part, Lapland’s bedrock is very old. Its Archaean 

sections, born over 3 billion years ago in the area of Sodankylä, 

are the oldest. Most of Lapland’s fells are about 2 billion yea-

rs old, mountain ranges crumbled at their roots. The high fells 

of Käsivarsi are approximately 450 million years old and belong 

geologically to the Köli range of Norway and Sweden. By way of 

comparison, the bedrock of Iceland is (only) 15-20 million years 

of age. Due to disintegration caused by millions of years and the 

movement of the continental glaciers, together with the impact 

of the melting waters, the gold contained within the mountains 

became enriched and accumulated as a heavy mineral (specific 

weight 19.3) into the gravel and sand deposits of the riverbeds. 

The configuration caused by the ice ages also exposed precious 

stone and gem deposits which were brought into being deep in 

the mountains.

Lapland gold

The chemical symbol for gold is Au coming from its Latin name 

“aurum”, which is in turn believed to originate from ancient Italy 

meaning red sky at dawn, “aurora”. The strong connection bet-

ween gold and the sun has been believed in throughout history. 

As late as the 1500s, it was presumed that gold originates from 

the heavenly glow of the sun. Gold is mentioned in the creation 

story of the Bible and is the first metal human beings are known 

to have used. Gold is regarded as the ‘king’ of metals. Though 

pure gold is soft, it is quite durable. It has been estimated that 

one can stretch a thread of over 2 kilometres in length from one 

gram of gold without breaking it (40 miles from an ounce). The 

electrical conductivity of gold is excellent, nor does gold rust.
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 In Lapland, there has been panning for gold for over one hun-

dred years in the area of the Ivalojoki River, Lemmenjoki River 

and Tankavaara area. The history of Lemmenjoki River gold starts 

in the 1860s: the gold rush came to a peak during the end of the 

1940s and once again during the 1980s and 1990s. Alongside the 

traditional scoop/rinse method, mechanical gold digging arrived 

in the 1980s. Rock-based gold is also found in Lapland. Lapland’s 

first actual goldmine, Kittilä Saattopora, functioned from 1989 

to 1995. Nowadays in Kittilä there is Suurikuusikko gold mine 

which was opened in 2008. Pahtavaara Goldmine in Sodankylä 

was in operation 1996-2000, and was re-opened in 2003 with the 

global market price of gold having risen. The total amount of gold 

obtained throughout the ages in Lapland by panning is estimated 

to be about the same as the annual output at Pahtavaara Hill: in 

other words, about 1000 kgs of gold. 

 Various sizes of nuggets from the gravel and sand deposits of 

riverbeds are found in panning for gold. The gold-diggers have 

given descriptive names in Finnish to these variously sized gold 

nuggets, such as lifeless, nit, louse, bed-bug, cockroach and ‘big 

one’. The largest nugget discovered in Finland weighs 393 grams, 

and it was found by Evert Kiviniemi in 1935 from the upper cour-

se of the Luttojoki River near Laanila. The second largest, a 385-

gram nugget, was found in Hangasoja in 1910. The finder was 

Aleks Kiviniemi. The third largest nugget was found during the 

summer of 2004 at Miessi, Lemmenjoki River. “Tähtihippu” na-

med by the finders Annikki and Juhani Kangas after Marjut and 

Risto Telilä’s dog, weighed 282 grams. Marjut Teliä is also the fin-

der of the big nugget called ”Pikku-Mammutti” [Little Mammoth]. 

This gold-nugget, fourth largest in size, was likewise found in 

Miessijoki River and it weighed 252 grams. The world’s larges 

stone found while panning was discovered in Australia in 1869. 
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The nugget, christened “Welcome Stranger” weighed in at almost 

70 kg.

 The most important tool in panning for gold is the pan itself. 

The most ideal panning site is a slow-flowing brook or riverbank 

where the flow takes the turbid water as it goes. The pan, filled 

with soil, is shaken sideways, forward and backward. Pure gold is 

seven times heavier than gravel and sand. This being the case, 

the gold therefore sinks to rest at the bottom of the pan and also 

remains there rather well. The water washes away the lighter 

material on the surface and ultimately only the golden nuggets 

remain in the pan.

 The oldest reference to gold deposits in Lapland (1546) is 

found in the writings of German scientist Georg Agricola, known 

as the father of mineralogy. In 1836, sheriffs Johan Gustaf Boucht 

and Karl Gustaf Elfving found ore boulders with gold content on 

the shores of the Kemijoki River at Laurila. Norwegian State 

mining and railways official Tellef Dahl studied tributary brooks 

connected with the Tenojoki River in the summer of 1867 and 

encountered signs of gold. In 1868, the Imperial Senate equipped 

a Finnish expedition under the leadership of mint director Johan

Conrad Lihr to investigate gold deposits in Lapland. The journey 

first headed towards the Tenojoki River, where gold was detected, 

but only a little. The expedition returned in the autumn to fol-

low the Ivalojoki River and, on 16 September, several large gold 

nuggets were found in the pan at Nulkkamutka. In 1869, Jacob 

Ervast and Nils Lepistö, who had received their training in the 

goldfields of California, found 2 kilograms of gold during the pe-

riod of a few weeks in the Ivalojoki River at Kultala. The Lapland 

Gold Rush began. The State decree on gold prospecting came 

into effect. The golddiggers were to pay for a gold-prospecting 

permit that cost around 400 euros in today’s money. The permit 
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had to be shown to the authorities at the Kultalan Kruunu station 

erected at the Ivalojoki riverside as soon as it had been obtained. 

The summer of 1871 was the busiest week in the river’s gold-

related history. Claims numbered 22, workers 491, and over 56 

kilograms of gold were delivered to the Bank of Finland.

 In 1870, the Kruunu Station was completed at Kultala as a 

base for State officials. There were already 491 panning prospec-

tors the next year at Ivalojoki River and Sotajoki River, which the 

former flows into. By the turn of the century, there were perhaps 

ten or so golddiggers left.

 During the general period of the gold rush at Ivalojoki River, 

panning was also going on at Lemmenjoki River without appre-
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ciable results. Gold was found in Lemmenjoki River during the 

summer of 1945 by brothers Niilo, Uula and Veikko Ranttila at 

the lower course of the Morgamoja in the gorge-like canyon. The 

actual gold rush to Lemmenjoki River began a few years later, 

and in 1948 all areas had been claimed. On these claims, over 

200 prospectors were at work from 1949 to 1950.

 These days, there are more claims and gold-diggers in 

Lapland’s gold areas than ever before. Lemmenjoki River is, at 

the moment, Lapland’s richest gold region, and the largest pro-

portion of annual finds of loose gold in Lapland have been pros-

pected from its tributary brooks.

 In 1934, Aslak Peltovuoma (Sauva-Aslak), who was a resi-

dent of the small village of Purnumuka close to Tankavaara, had 

a dream in which a white-bearded old man pointed out a place 

where gold would be found. Aslak’s dream elicited a little laugh-

ter, but he got the son of a relative to go with him to Tankavaara

where he had seen the place in his dream. By the side of Ruoste-

oja brook, Aslak ended up with over ten grams of fine gold in his 

frying pan, and the colourful history of Tankavaara Hill began. The 

name of the brook also changed to Hopiaoja. Tankavaara’s Gold 

Village is currently the tourist centre for Lapland gold. The world’s 

only gold museum specialised in goldprospecting history in the 

world is situated there (the Gold Prospector Museum), along with 

several historical buildings, an exhibition of gems and precious 

stones, a cottage resort village and gold-panning facility designed 

for tourists. Each year, a national championship for gold-panning 

is arranged at Tankavaara, and the World Championships organi-

sed in 2006, expected to draw over one thousand gold-panning 

enthusiasts.

 One of the most legendary women in the history of Lapland’s 

gold fields, fondly remembered by the goldprospecting men of 
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Morgamoja, will forever be 26- year-old Sylvia Petronella van der 

Moer of Holland: Petronella had come to Lapland in 1949 as a 

journalist and heard stories about the gold-diggers in Rovanie-

mi.

 A geologist on a trip North had taken Petronella to see the 

gold fields. She stayed in Morgamoja for the summer to fix food 

and look after other household tasks. At the end of September, 

the Security Police arrested her on charges of illicitly obtaining 

information. Sylvia Petronella Antoinette van der Moer’s adven-

ture at Lemmenjoki River and in Finland developed into a full-

fledged scandal in the press, in which the woman was suspected 

of espionage and her dealings with the gold-seeking men were 

the subject of all kinds of conjecture. Petronella was convicted 

in the Magistrates’ Court of Helsinki in the autumn of 1949 of 

deportation from the country for a period of five years. The only 

misdemeanors determined were a few unpaid hotel bills, infrac-

tion of her residence permit and appearing under a false name. 

Sylvia Petronella left a permanent imprint on the Lemmenjoki 

River environment. Two gently sloping fell hillocks were given the 

name ”Petronella’s Hills”. Petronella herself has been the object 

of many subsequent attempts to contact her by gold prospectors 

and the press, with no result.

 Oy Lapin Kulta Ab (Lapland Gold) was established in 1926, 

with its domicile as Rovaniemi. The company’s share capital was 

750,000 Finnish marks. Lapin Kulta’s most important worksite 

was Sotajoen Pahaoja, where a road and large cabin were built. 

The company used up all its money during the first summer and 

operations continued by increasing capital. A 12-horsepower 

“steam shovel” was purchased and was brought all the way from 

America, with which the purpose was to impound the Sotajoki Ri-

ver. Relations among the owners had, practically speaking, alrea-
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dy come to a sore end and the machine was never commissioned, 

since the instructions had been misplaced. The rusty parts of the 

unused steam excavator stand as a monument in the machine’s 

shed on the shore of the Sotajoki River. Due to the company’s fi-

nancial difficulties, it was decided to terminate its operations. The 

name ‘Lapin Kulta Oy’, however, did not fade into the oblivion of 

history, as Tornion Olut Oy acquired the rights to its use in 1969. 

These days, Lapin Kulta is an internationally renowned brand of 

lager. The gold company spent money to the tune of about two 

million marks and, according to its report, found 17 grams of 

gold.

The gems of Lapland

In addition to gold nuggets, several types of precious stones and 

gems are found in Lapland’s golden brooks. A particularly good 

place is the vicinity round Moberginoja brook, which flows into 

the Sotajoki River. Garnet, epidote and corundum, all suitable 

for polishing, are regularly found in the prospecting pan. On the 

first day of September 2004, Helsinki Görän Backman found a 

corundum classed as blue sapphire weighing 440 grams. Other 

fine precious stone deposits are at Kittilä’s Vuossavaara, which 

contains red jasper, and the rose quartz deposit at Kolari’s Iso-

Näläntövaara.

 Europe’s only operational amethyst mine is found close to the 

Luosto resort. The amethyst is the only quartz class stone cate-

gorized as a precious stone. Operating on the foundation of sus-

tainable development, the Lampivaara Amethyst Mine is open all-

year-round for visitors. Visitors can excavate their own amethyst 

and listen to tales about Lapland’s precious stones. Jewels from 

Lapland as well as other parts of the world can also be admired at 

Kemi’s Gemstone Gallery, which has, for instance, an exact copy 

on display of the crown intended for the King of Finland, Väinö I.
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5. lapland in a nutshell

5.1 Geography and climate

The Province of Lapland covers 100 369,18 km2, the waterways 

of which make up 6320,62 km2. Lapland’s area is slightly larger 

than the Benelux countries, Portugal or the Czech Republic.

Population of Lapland

approximately 184 000 residents (in 2008)

approximately 200 000 reindeer

Finland is located between the 60th and 70th parallels, at the 

same lines of latitude as Alaska, half of Greenland and a large 

part of Siberia. (A parallel of latitude is conceptual line running 

round the globe parallel to the Equator. The distance between 

parallels is 111 km.)

 Lapland itself is situated north of the 66th parallel. Whereas 

permafrost dominates Siberia and Greenland experiences an ‘ice 

age’ at the same level of latitude, we have a clearly different type 

of nature than in such regions. The average annual temperature 

is 6 degrees higher here, ground frost melts from the ground 
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during the spring, and we are able to practise agriculture. This is 

the result of the impact caused by the Gulf Stream traversing the 

North Atlantic bringing warm water to the coast of Norway from 

the tropical sea regions.

 The climate of Lapland is a mixture of marine and continental 

influences. The strongest continental climate is found in Central 

Lapland, while the marine variety is in North Lapland, particularly 

in the northern ‘arm’ of Finland. From the area of Halti, it is only 

thirty kilometres to a fjord that stays unfrozen all year round, 

which is often evident in the area’s weather situation. 

 A permanent blanket of snow generally arrives in Lapland in 

October-November and it thaws in May-June. The time period for 

snow is over 200 days. The snowcover is normally at its thickest 

in March, but sometimes it is thickest in April or May. During 

the winter, Lapland’s coldest areas are located in Central Lapland 

and in the northern ‘arm’ of Finland. The record depth for snow 

during the twentieth century was 191 cm, measured at Enonte-

kiö on 18 April 1997. The lowest measured temperature in Fin-

land (–51.5°C) was recorded in Kittilä’s Pokka in 28.1.1999, the 

normal average temperature in February, however, is –14°C. In 

midwinter, temperatures stay cold throughout the day and night, 

but in late winter a day with few degrees of warmth may turn to 

15 degrees below freezing during the ever-shortening night. This 

makes crusted snow: the surface in the morning is so rigid, one 

can even ride a bicycle on it. 

 In the summer, Lapland’s weather fluctuates greatly. Someti-

mes it can be very chilly indeed, but for the most part summer is 

pleasantly warm. Long heat waves have been experienced many 

summers. 

 Lapland, in common with other Arctic areas, has a world-fa-

mous specialty, the Arctic Circle. The Arctic Circle is the border for 
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the daylight zone. It is the northernmost place where the sun can 

be seen during the winter equinox period on 21 December, and 

the southernmost place in which the midnight sun can be seen in 

the middle of summer. Measured at Ivalo Airport, the sun during 

the twilight period does not rise for over a month (4 Dec. – 8 

Jan.); neither does it set during the summer for a period lasting 

over two months (22 May – 20 July).

 The position of the Arctic Circle is about 66.5° from the nort-

hern latitude: i.e. 23.5° to the south from the North Pole, and in 

Finland it lies between the meridians 24 and 29.5. Due to a slight 

change in the inclination of the Earth, the geographical location of 

the Arctic Circle is not stable. In actual fact, at the moment it is 

proceeding north each year by about ten metres. It should return 

in the year 21 750. 

More information at www.ilmatieteenlaitos.fi.

5.2 The Sámi: Europe’s northernmost and
   only native people in the Nordic countries

Sámi live in the area of four nations: ovar 60,000 in Norway, 

20,000 in Sweden, 8,700 in Finland and 2,000 in Russia. The 

southern border for Finland’s Sámi region is in Vuotso, in the 

northern section of the Municipality of Sodankylä. One third of the 

Sámi live outside their home district. 

 Sámi identity is determined on the basis of language. A per-

son is regarded as Sámi who regards her/himself as such and 

has learnt the Sámi language either her/ himself or has at least 

one parent or one grandparent who has learnt it. The nine Sámi 

languages are related to Finnish. Not all Sámi necessarily under-

stand each other and, for instance, North Sámi, Inari Sámi and 
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Skolt Sámi are spoken in Finland.

 In Finland, the preservation of the Sámi language is an object 

of support through the Languages Act, which came into effect in 

1992, but public services in Sámi are provided only at a mini-

mum. In the Sámi region, Sámi language instruction is offered, 

and at high school it is possible to study it as a mother tongue or 

as an optional second language.

 Each fourth year, the Sámi select from within their midst the 

21-member Sámi Parliament. These Sámi Parliaments represent 

the Sámi in national and international connections and take it as 

their task to look after their language, culture and the matters 

concerning their position as a native people.

 The colourful national costume of the Sámi reveals the home 

district of the bearer. The theme in the Sámi flag derives from the 

form of a witch’s drum, and its colours are blue, green, yellow and 

red.

 The traditional livelihoods of the Sámi are reindeer husband-

ry, gathering natural produce, fishing, hunting and handicrafts. 

Approximately 40 % of the Sámi in the Sámi region make their 

living from these occupations, and 40 % are employed in service 

professions. To some extent, agriculture and forestry are also 

practiced.

 One may acquaint oneself with the Sámi culture at, for instan-

ce, the Siida Sámi Museum situated in Inari. Additional informati-

on about the Sámi and related questions are also available on the 

Sámi Parliament website at www.samediggi.fi.
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5.3 A reindeer’s year

The surface area of the Reindeer Management Region totals 36 % 

of Finland’s surface area. It covers virtually the entire Province of 

Lapland and part of the Province of Oulu. 60 % of the area is bog. 

The Reindeer Management Area is divided into reindeer owners’ 

cooperatives, and reindeer husbandry is managed by the Asso-

ciation of Reindeer Herding Cooperatives. The Finnish reindeer is 

tamed from the highland caribou, formerly an important source 

of game for the Sámi, the native inhabitants of Lapland. The fe-

male reindeer can weigh 60 kg, but the males can be as heavy as 

180 kg. A reindeer may live almost 20 years.

 Reindeer effectively withstand cold, even minus 40°C, but du-

ring the winter a thick blanket of snow may makes finding food 

difficult. Reindeer eat hay, lichen and sedge, as well as horse-

hair lichen that grows on trees. In the autumn, the reindeer get 

mushrooms and berries as auxiliary nourishment for the coming 

winter. In the summertime, insects drive the reindeer into open 

and windy places such as the fells.

 The year for reindeer husbandry begins on the first day of 

June. Reindeer are collected into a summer enclosure and the 

calves born in spring are branded. Earmarks are applied to the 

calves in accordance with their mother, and the calves unmarked 

during the summer are marked in the autumn roundup. During 

the summer, the reindeer are herded, and in the autumn they are 

gathered together again for the roundup, during which the rein-

deer for slaughter are separated. At the same time, reindeer may 

be given medication against parasites and some male reindeer 

are castrated. During the winter, reindeer management tasks in-

clude herding and additional feeding. The doe give birth to new 

calves in the spring. The calf rises to its feet within half an hour. 
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Both male and female reindeer have horns. The male reindeer 

sheds his horns in midwinter following the mating season. The 

female’s horns do not drop till the spring after calving: in this 

way, she is better equipped to defend her often meagre food 

supply.
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A small reindeer vocabulary

•  elo – a large herd made up of thousands of reindeer

•  erotus, pykällys – the branding of reindeer, slaughter

 and castration in the autumn or winter (roundup)  

•  etto, ettoaminen – the gathering up of reindeer for the

 roundup

•  hirvas – the male reindeer

•  härkä – castrated male reindeer

•  kiekerö – a reindeer’s hole for lichen, dug in the ground

•  naamasarvet – new horns still covered by skin

•   nulppo – a female reindeer that has shed her horns

•  palismunicipality, palkinen – a reindeer owners’ cooperative

 or association

•  parttio – a small herd consisting of a few dozen reindeer

•  rykimä – the mating period for reindeer

•  räkkä – insects which bother reindeer during the summer

•  taamoa – teach, tame

•  tokka – a herd numbering hundreds of reindeer

•  vasa – a reindeer during its first year of life

•  vaadin – female reindeer

www.paliskunnat.fi
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5.4 Tourist resorts of Lapland

          1. Ounasvaara      7. Saariselkä

          2. Ylläs   8. Salla

          3. Luosto   9. Pallas

          4. Pyhä              10. Olos 

          5. Levi    11. Suomu

7

9
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Ounasvaara, Rovaniemi 

More information: www.ounasvaara.net

Ylläs, Kolari

More information: www.yllas.fi

Luosto, Sodankylä

More information: www.luosto.fi

Pyhä, Pelkosenniemi ja Kemijärvi

More information: www.pyha.fi

Levi, Kittilä

More information: www.levi.fi

Aavasaksa, Ylitornio

More information: www.aavasaksa.com

Saariselkä, Inari

More information: www.saariselka.fi

Salla, Salla

More information: www.matkailu.salla.fi

Pallas, Muonio

More information: www.laplandhotels.com

Olos, Muonio

More information: www.laplandhotels.com

Suomu, Kemijärvi

More information: www.suomu.com
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FINNISH
asiakas 

aikataulu 

elämys 

haalarit 

incentive-, kannustematkailija 

jokamiehenoikeus 

jäänmurtaja 

hiljainen kausi 

kiertoajelu 

kuljetus 

kylpylä 

laavu 

majoitus 

matkanjärjestäjä 

napapiiri 

nuotio 

nähtävyys 

ENGLISH
customer, client 

schedule, timetable 

experience 

overalls, snow suit 

incentive traveller 

public rights, everyman’s law 

icebreaker 

low season 

sightseeing tour 

transportation 

spa, baths 

lean-to shelter  

accommodation(s),

lodging 

tour operator 

Arctic Circle 

campfire 

sight, tourist attraction 

6. glossar y
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FRENCH
client/cliente (m/f)

horaire (m)

expérience (f)

combinaison (f)

voyageur incentive (m) 

les droits

de ’tout un  chacun’ (m) 

brise-glaces (m)

hors saison (f)

circuit accompagné (m), 

visite guidée (f)

transport (m)

station thermale (f), 

les bains (m) 

abri (m)

logement (m), 

hébergement (m) 

tour operator (m)

Cercle Polaire (m)

feu de camp (m), 

feu de bivouac (m)

curiosité touristique (f)

GERMAN
die Kunde/Kundin

der Fahrplan (bussin,junan)

der Flugplan (lentokoneen)

der Zeitplan 

das Erlebnis 

der Overall

der Incentive-Reisende

das Jedermannsrecht 

der Eisbrecher 

außerhalb der Saison

der Nebensaison

die Rundfahrt 

der Transport 

der Badeort, 

der Kurort,(paikka) 

das Bad, die Badeanstalt (laitos)

das Schutzdach 

mit Feuerstelle 

die Unterkunft 

der Reiseveranstalter

der Polarkreis 

das Lagerfeuer

die Sehenswürdigkeit



ohjelmapalveluyritys 

onnettomuus 

omavastuu 

opas 

paleltunut 

puolihoito 

rakovalkea 

retki 

reittilento 

sesonki 

tilauslento 

täyshoito 

vakuutus 

valuuttakurssi 

vieras 

voucher 

yksilö matkailija 

vajaalämpöisyys 

varpaat 

vetonaula 

 

programme service companies,

destination management companies 

accident 

self-liability 

guide 

frostbitten 

half board/pension (demipension)

 

log fire 

excursion 

regular flight 

high season 

charter flight

full board 

insurance 

exchange rate 

guest, visitor 

voucher 

individual traveller 

hypothermia

toes

attraction

94
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companie des services 

et produits touristiques

accident (m)

franchise (f)

guide (m)

froidure (f)

demi-pension (f)

feu de bivouac fait de deux 

troncs superposés (m)

excursion (f), 

randonnée (m) 

vol régulier (m)

saison, période de 

pointe (f) 

vol charter (m)

pension complète (f) 

assurance (f)

cours de change 

des devises (m) 

visiteur (m)

voucher (m)

touriste (m), 

voyageur individuel (m)

hypothermie (f)

orteils (m) 

attraction (f)

das Programmservice 

Unternehmen

der Unfall

die Selbshaftung 

der Führer, der Guide

erfriert

die Halbpension 

das Stockfeuer 

(eine Art Lagerfeuer)

der Ausflug 

der Linienflug 

die Saison 

der Charterflug 

die Vollpension 

die Versicherung 

der Devisenkurs

der Gast, Besuch/

Besucherin

der Gutschein 

der Privatkunde

die Hypothermie 

die Zehen 

die Attraktion  
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LUONTO 
erämaa, kaira 

hilla, lakka, suomuurain 

jäkälä 

kanerva 

kataja 

kelo, kelohonka 

keskiyön aurinko 

koivu 

kullero 

kuusi 

lähde 

mansikka 

mustaherukka 

mustikka 

mänty 

nokkonen 

paliskunta 

poronhoito 

puolukka 

revontulet 

suo 

suopursu 

tunturi 

NATURE 
wilderness, the wilds 

Arctic cloudberry 

lichen 

ling, heath, heather 

juniper 

dead standing barkless pine

midnight sun 

birch

globeflower 

fir

fountain, spring 

strawberry 

blackcurrant 

blueberry 

pine 

stinging nettle 

herding cooperative, 

reindeer owners’ association   

reindeer husbandry  

lingonberry

northern lights 

swamp, fen 

marsh tea, crystal tea

fell
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NATURE 
région inhabitée (f), 

forêt vierge (f)

mûre des marais (f)

lichen (m)

bruyère (f)

genèvrier (m)

pin vieilli et desséché sur 

pied (m)

soleil de minuit (m)

bouleau (m)

bouton d’or (f), 

boule d’or (f)

sapin (m)

fontaine (f)

fraise (f)

cassis (m), 

groseille noire (f)

myrtille (f), 

airelle noire (f)

pin (m)

ortie (f)

syndicat de propriétaires

de rennes (m)   

élevage des rennes (m)

airelle rouge (f)

aurore boréale (f)

marais (m)

lède de marais (m)

colline (f), fjeld (m)

NATUR
die Wildnis

die Moltebeere

die Flechte

das Heidekraut 

der Wacholder

die (stehend) ausgedorrte Kie-

fer, abgestorbene Föhre / Kiefer

die Mitternachtssonne

die Birke 

die Trollblume 

die Fichte, die Tanne

die Quelle

die Erdbeere

die schwarze Johannisbeere

die Heidelbeere, 

Blaubeere

die Kiefer, die Föhre

die Nessel 

die Rentierzüchter-

genossenschaft

die Rentierzucht  

die Preiselbeere

das Polarlicht, das Nordlicht

das Moor, der Sumpf

die Sumpfporst

das Fjäll/Fjell/der Berg

(in Lappland)
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ELÄIMET 
ahma 

hirvi 

hyttynen, itkka, sääski 

ilves 

jänis 

karhu 

kasvinsyöjä 

kettu 

kyykäärme 

kärppä (kesällä) 

kärppä (talvella) 

lihansyöjä 

lumikko 

naali 

orava 

peto 

poro 

riista 

sarvet 

sopuli 

susi 

talja 

tokka 

vasa (poron/hirven)

ANIMALS 
wolverine, guttorn 

elk, moose 

insect, mosquito, gnat 

lynx 

hare 

bear 

herbivore 

fox 

viper 

stoat 

ermine 

carnivore 

weasel 

Arctic (white) fox, 

blue fox

squirrel 

predator 

reindeer 

wildlife, game 

horns, antlers 

lemming 

wolf 

skin, pelt 

herd 

calf 
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ANIMAUX 
glouton (m)

élan (m)

cousin (m), 

moustique (m)

lynx (m)

lièvre (m)

ours (m)

herbivore (m) 

renard (m)

vipère (f)

roselet (m) 

hermine (f)

carnivore (m), 

carnassier (m) 

belette (f)

renard polaire (m)  

écureuil (m)

prédateur (m), fauve (m) 

renne (m)

gibier (m)

ramure (hirvi) (f), 

corne (f)

lemming (m)

loup (m)

peau (m)

troupeau

petit de l’ élan/renne (m), 

jeune élan/renne (m)

TIERE 
der Vielfraß 

der Elch

die Mücke, Insekt 

der Luchs 

der Hase

der Bär 

der Pflanzenfresser 

der Fuchs

die Kreuzotter 

das Hermelin  

das Hermelin

der Fleischfresser

das Wiesel 

der Polarfuchs, 

der Eisfuchs

das Eichhörnchen

das Raubtier

das Rentier 

das Wild 

das Gehörn  

der Lemming 

der Wolf 

die Haut, das Fell 

die Rentierherde   

das Hirschkalb (hirven),

das Rentierkalb (poron) 



KALAT 
ahven 

harjus 

hauki 

kirjolohi 

kuha 

lohi 

made 

muikku 

rautu 

siika 

särki 

taimen 

LINNUT 
harakka 

haukka 

joutsen 

korppi 

kotka 

kurki 

kuukkeli 

käki 

laulujoutsen 

metso 

palokärki 

riekko 

sinisorsa 

FISHES 
perch 

grayling 

pike 

rainbow trout 

pike-perch, sander/zander 

salmon 

burbot 

vendace 

arctic charr, arctic trout 

whitefish 

roach 

trout 

BIRDS 
magpie 

hawk, falcon 

swan 

raven 

eagle 

crane 

siberian jay 

cuckoo 

whooper swan 

wood grouse 

black woodpecker 

willow grouse

mallard 

100
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POISSONS 
perche (f)

ombre (m)

brochet (m)

truite arc-en-ciel (f) 

sandre (m)

saumon (m)

lotte (f)

marène (f), 

corégone blanchâtre (m)

ombre chevalier (m)

lavaret (m)

gardon (m)

truite (f)

OISEAUX 
pie (f)

faucon (m) 

cygne (m)

corbeau (m)

aigle (m)

grue (f)

mésangeai imitateur (m)

coucou (m)

cygne chanteur (m), 

cygne sauvage (m)

grand tétras/ grand coq 

de bruyère (m)

pic noir (m)

lagopède des saules (m) 

colvert (m)

FISCHE
die Barsch

die Äsche

die Hecht

die Regenbogenforelle 

die Zander

die Lachs, die Salm

die Aalraupe, die Quappe

die Kleine Maräne, 

die Zwergmaräne

die Seesaibling  

die Große Maräne

das Rotauge, die Plötze

die Forelle 

VÖGEL 
die Elster 

der Falke 

der Schwan

der Kolkrabe 

der Adler 

der Kranich

der Unglückshäher

der Kuckuch

der Singschwan 

der Auerhahn

der Schwarzspecht 

das Moorschneehuhn 

die Stockente 
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teeri 

tunturipöllö 

SÄÄ 
kinttaat, lapaset 

kalsarit, välihousut 

kolea 

liukas 

lumiaura 

lumihiutale 

lumikinos 

lumikuuro 

lumimyrsky 

lämpötila 

pakkasen puolella 

pilvinen 

pouta 

routa 

ruska 

räntä 

sula 

sulaa 

viima 

black grouse 

snowy owl 

WEATHER 
mittens 

long underwear 

chilly, raw 

slippery 

snowplow (am), 

snowplough (br) 

snowflake 

snowdrift 

snow flurry 

blizzard 

temperature 

below freezing  

cloudy 

fair weather 

ground frost 

autumn colours/ foliage 

sleet 

ice-free 

melt 

icy wind 
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tétras lyre (m)

harfang des neiges (m) 

TEMPS 
moufles (f), mitaines (f)

caleçon long (m)

froid (f)

glissant (f)

chasse-neige (m)

flocon de neige (m) 

congère (f), 

accumulation de neige (f) 

chute de neige (f)

tempête de neige (f) 

température (f)

sous zéro

nuageux (f), couvert (f),

nébuleux (f)

temps sec (m), 

beau temps (m) 

gel du sol (m)

couleurs de début de 

l’automne (f)

neige fondue (f)

dégelé (f), ouvert (f)

dégeler 

vent froid et fort (m), 

bise (f)

das Birkhuhn

die Schnee-Eule  

WETTER
Fäustlinge, 

Fausthandschuhe 

lange Unterhose/

Unterwäsche

kühl 

glatt 

der Schneepflug

die Schneeflocke

die Schneewehe, 

die Scheeverwehung

der Schneeschauer

der Schneesturm 

die Temperatur

unter dem Gefrierpunkt

wolkig, bewölkt

das trockene Wetter

der Bodenfrost 

die herbsliche 

Laubfärbung

der Schneeregen

eisfrei, geschmolzen

schmelzen

der schneidende Wind, 

die Zugluft 
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JOULU 
Hyvää joulua! 

jouluaatto 

joulukuusi 

Joulumuori 

Joulunajan tervehdys! 

Joulupukki 

koriste 

paja 

reki 

seimi 

tapaninpäivä 

tonttu 

uuden vuoden aatto 

RUOKA 
glögi 

graavilohi 

hapankorppu 

joulukinkku 

joululeivonnaiset 

joulutorttu

kampanisu 

CHRISTMAS 
Merry Christmas! 

Christmas Eve

Christmas tree 

Mrs Santa  

Season’s greetings!  

Santa Claus 

decoration 

workshop 

sleigh 

crib 

Boxing Day / 

St. Stephen’s Day 

elf, brownie 

New Year`s Eve 

FOOD 
hot spiced wine, 

mulled wine 

rawpickled salmon 

zwieback, rusk 

ham, roast ham 

Christmas baking

Christmas pastry with plumm 

filling

comb-shaped sweetbread 
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NOËL 
Joyeux Noël! 

veille de Noël (f)

sapin de Noël (m), 

arbre de Noël (m) 

Madame Noël

Joyeuses Fêtes!

Bonhomme Noël, 

Pére Noël (m)

décoration (f)

ateliér (m)

traîneau (m)

crèche (f)

Saint-Étienne (f) 

lutin (m), gnome (m)

veille du jour de l’an, 

Saint-Sylvestre (f)

NOURRITURE 
vin chaud épicé (m) 

saumon cru salé (m)

pain croustillant (m)

jambon de Noël (m)

pâtisserie de Noël (f)

pâtisserie de Nöel aux 

pruneaux (f)

gâteau en forme de

peigne (m)

WEICHNACHTEN
Frohe Weihnachten!

die Weihnachtsabend, 

der Heilige Abend

der Christbaum, 

der Weihnachtsbaum

Frau Weihnachtsmann 

Weichnachtsgrüße 

der Weihnachtsmann

die Dekoration, 

die Verzierung

die Werkstatt

der Schlitten

die Krippe

der zweiter Weihnachtstag, 

Stephanstag  

die Kobold, die Gnom

Silvester, 

der Silvesterabend  

ESSEN
der Glühwein

der leicht gesalzene Lachs

die Roggenflachbrot

der Schinken

das Weihnachtsgebäck

ein sternförmiges Gebäck aus 

Blätterteig mit Pflaumenmus

halsüßes Gebäck aus Lappland 

(Kammform)
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kaneli 

karjalanpiirakat 

korvapuusti 

kuivaliha 

leipäjuusto  

lettu 

loimulohi 

makkara 

manteli 

mämmi 

näkkileipä 

piparkakut 

poronkäristys 

piimä 

pulla 

rieska 

riisipuuro 

ruisleipä 

rusina 

savustaa 

viili 

cinnamon 

Karelian pie

cinnamon roll 

dried meat 

bread cheese 

pancake 

glowfried salmon  

sausage 

almond

Easter confection 

crisp bread 

gingerbread, 

ginger biscuit 

sauteed reindeer, 

reindeer stew 

sour milk, curled milk 

bun 

unleavened bread  

rice porridge 

rye bread 

raisin 

smoke

bonnyclabber 
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cannelle (f)

galette de seigle au riz (f)

brioche roulée à la 

cannelle (f) 

viande séchée (f)

fromage frais au feu 

de bois (m)

crêpe (f)

saumon au feu de 

bois (m)

saucisse (f)

amande (f)

gruau (m)/bouillie (f) 

à base de malt

pain suédois (m)

pain d’épice (m)

renne braisé à la 

lapone (m)

lait caillé (m)

brioche (f)

pain d’orge sans 

levain (m)

porridge de riz (m)

pain de seigle (m)

raisin sec (m)

fumer, boucaner, saurer 

lait caillé épais (m)

der Zimt

die karelische Pirogge

die Zimtschnecke  

das Trockenfleisch 

am Feuer überbackener 

Lapkäse

der Eierpfannkuchen 

an der Glut gegrillter Lachs

die Wurst

die Mandel

der Malzbrei (finnische 

süßliche aus gemalztem 

Roggenmehl)

das Knäckebrot

der Pfeifferkuchen,

der Lebkuchen  

das Rentiergeschnetzelte

die Sauermilch

das Brötchen, 

das (süße) Milchgebäck 

das Fladenbrot

der Reisbrei

die Roggenbrot 

die Rosine

räuchern

die Dickmilch
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KULTTUURI 
jalometalli 

jätkä, metsuri 

kaksikielinen 

kullankaivaja 

kultakuume, kultaryntäys 

käsityö 

käsityöläinen 

lumiveistos 

luu 

neljäntuulenlakki 

paimentolainen 

saamelainen 

shamaani, noita 

savotta 

seita 

tapa 

tukinuitto 

tuohi 

valtaus 

vaskata 

vaskooli 

vähemmistö 

CULTURE 
precious metal 

logger, lumberjack 

bilingual 

gold miner, gold-digger 

goldfever, goldrush 

handicraft 

artisan 

snow sculpture 

bone 

four winds hat   

nomad 

saami, sámi 

shaman, witch 

logging site, logging camp 

sacral object, 

sacrificial site  

custom, habit 

log floating 

birch bark 

claim 

pan for gold/ pan off/out  

pan 

minority 
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CULTURE 
métal précieux (m)

bûcheron (m)

bilingue 

chercheur d’or, 

orpailleur (m)

fièvre d’or (f), 

ruée vers l’or (f)

ouvrage (m), 

travail artisanal (m) 

artisan (f/m)

sculpture de neige (f)

os (m)

bonnet dit ’des 

quatre vents’ (m)

nomade (f/m)

Sâme (m), Lapon (m)

 

chaman (m), 

sorcier/ sorcière (m/f), 

campagne d’abattage (f)

objet sacré (m)

coutume (f)

flottage (m)

écorce de bouleau (f)

concession (f) 

faire de l’orpaillage 

batée (f)

minorité (f)

KULTUR 
das Edelmetall

die Waldarbeiter

bilingual

der Goldgräber

das Goldfieber, 

der Goldrausch

die Handarbeit

der Handwerker

die Schneeskulptur

der Knochen 

die ”Mütze der Vier Winde”, 

Lappenmütze

der Nomade

der Same/Samin, 

Lappe/Lappin 

der Schamane, die Hexe

der Waldarbeitsplatz

Seita, 

ein Götzenbild der Sami

die Gewohnheit

das Flößen, die Flößerei 

die Birkenrinde

die Mutung

das Gold waschen

der Goldwaschteller

die Minderheit
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AKTIVITEETIT 
ajokortti

avantouinti

hiihtokeskus

jarrut

jokivene

jäägolf

käsimerkki

liukuri 

luistelu 

lumikenkä 

lämpömittari 

löyly

moottorikelkka 

murtomaahiihto

mäkihyppy 

pilkkiminen 

pilkkiä 

potkukelkka 

pulkka 

reki 

rekikoira

sauna 

ACTIVITIES  

driving license 

ice swimming 

ski resort 

brakes 

river boat 

ice golf 

hand mark 

coaster  

skating

snow shoe 

temperature gauge 

steam, heat 

snowmobile

cross-country skiing 

ski jumping  

ice-fishing 

jig 

Scandinavian kick sledge

 

toboggan, sled 

sleigh 

huskydog

sauna 
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ACTIVITIÉS
permis de conduire (m)

natation dans la trou creusé 

dans la glace (f) 

station de ski  (f)

freins (m)

barque (f)

golf sur glace (m)

signe de la main (m)

luge (f)

patinage (m) 

raquette (f)

thermomètre (m)

vapeur (qui se dégage 

des pierres du sauna) (f), 

chaleur (f)

motoneige 

ski de fond (m)

saut à skis (m)

pêche sur la glace (f)

pêcher à la trembleuse, 

pêcher sur la glace 

luge scandinave (f), chaise 

à patins (f),

trottinette des neiges  (f)

trâineau (m) luge (f)

traîneau (m)

chien de traîneau (m)

sauna (m)

AKTIVITÄTEN
der Führerschein

das Eislochschwimmen

das Skizentrum, 

das Wintersportzentrum

Bremsen

das Flussboot

das Eisgolf

das Handzeichen

der Rodelschlitten

das Schlittschuhlaufen, der 

Eislauf 

der Schneeschuh

das Thermometer 

der Dampf, die Hitze, der 

Saunadampf, 

die Saunahitze

der Motorschlitten

der Skilanglauf

das Skispringen

das Eisangeln, -fischen

eisangeln, 

im Eisloch angeln

der Tretschlitten

der Rutschschlitten

der Schlitten

der Schlittenhund

die Sauna
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sauva 

sauvakävely 

savusauna 

telemark 

vaellus 

vihta/vasta 

ski stick 

Nordic walking

smoke sauna 

telemark

trek 

birch-switch 
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bâton de ski (m) 

promende finlandaise (f)  

sauna sans cheminée(m)

télémark (m)

randonnée (f), balade (f)

faisceau de branches de 

bouleau (m)

der Skistock

Nordic walking

die Rauchsauna, Sauna ohne

Rauchfang

der Telemark

die Wanderung

der Saunaquast, das Birken-

büschel


